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FROM HIGH SCHOOL TOCOLLEGE
INTRODUCTION
For many students whopersist in college,academic
performance followsa pattern that is similarto their
performance in high school.For others, academic
performance in collegetakes a significantdeparture -
either for betteror worse.It is this change inthe
pattern of performancethat provides the basisof inquiry
for this research.The primary goal isto determine ifa
common set of conditionsexist among studentswho
experience significantgain or decline intheir high
school-to-college grades.
In order to get closerto the research problem,
exploratory interviewswere undertaken with eightOSU
seniors, who hadexperienced significantchanges in
academic performancefrom high school tocollege (four
"gainers" and four"decliners").These studentswere
asked to reflecton why their grades hadchanged from high
school to college usinga common interview guide ofopen-
ended questions (seeappendix for summary).A profile of
one such person in eachcategory is presented belowas a
means of introducing theresearch problem.A decliner is
presented first.
Ken came to OSU froma small high school that hada
high percentage ofblue-collar families in it.His2
parents, however, sethigh academicexpectations.He
studied a greatdeal, received solid'B' grades,was
student body presidenthis senioryear, and enjoyeda high
level of interactionwith number of histeachers.He
enjoyed discussingpolitics.He tended to viewhis peers
as immature so he didnot spend a lotof time socializing
with them.Teachers encouragedhis attendanceat college
and created theexpectations thatcollege would bea place
of continuedintellectual stimulationas well as a
collegial atmosphere.He carrieda great deal of idealism
regarding collegeas he entered."This was goingto be
the place wherea person could reallylearn and explore."
The freshmanyear was a greatdisillusionment.In
retrospect Ken believedhe took "toomany" pre-engineering
courses.All of themwere very narrow infocus.Some
family problemsdiverted his attentionfirst term andhe
was sick a great dealduring his secondterm.He made
several attemptsto meet with hisprofessors ("just toget
to know them")and was rebuffedon one occasion ("comesee
me when you havea problem") and hadrepeatedly broken
appointments withanother.Courses weremore difficult in
that therewas little feedbackon performance ("onlya
midterm and final").
The resultwas a great deal of ambiguityand
confusion regardingwhat he was to doas a student.Ken
had encountereda different set ofexpectations regarding
his roleas a student. Poor gradesthe first year3
compounded the confusionand he began to doubt his
competency as a student.
His goals asa student began to change.He became
more pragmatic about college,wanting simply to"get out."
Another goal was gainsome social skills.In high school
he had divorced himselffrom his peers somewhat,
considering them immature.In college, his livinggroup
became the source ofthe stimulating discussions.He took
on some responsibility withthe Inter-fraternityCouncil
and the Memorial UnionProgram Council, thoughnot at the
level of involvementthat he had experiencedin high
school.Overall he believesthat the significantgains he
has made in collegehas been on the socialside of the
ledger.
Finding engineering"too narrow,"he moved to
business managementwith a minor in thesocial sciences.
Classes have tendedto be more satisfyingbut if they do
not contain anythingof "practical value" hisinterest
wanes. He would like toget good grades."Every term I
begin with the ideathat I am really goingto do well but
then I lose driveor interest."He doesn't think he
studies asmany hours of the weekas he did in high
school.After the initial difficultiesof the freshman
year "I just seem to haveestablished a pattern of not
being very motivatedeven though I still think about
trying to get at leastone term of 4.0 before I graduate."4
The profile of the"gainer" is substantively
different than thedecliner.
Daryl didn't workparticularly hard in highschool.
While a number of hisfriends did achievewell
academically, his emphasiswas more on athletics.He was
outgoing and didvalue his relationshipswith teachers.
Both his english andbiology teachers madea significant
impression on him, inthat they sharedan interest in
sports but also valuedintelligence.
Entry to college hadan initial impact.The size,
the fact thatno one knew him, the realizationthat
college was importantand required an adjustmenton his
part motivated himto work very hardacademically and
socially.His first term gradeswere much better than his
high school grades."I got a greatstart."
He credited hisfraternity several timeswith
providing the positiveclimate and expectationfor quality
academic performance."It's a place whereachievement and
service orientedpeople live- where people are trying to
better themselves."
His sense ofsatisfaction seemed tovary with the
course.The instructor'sexpectations,sense of
professionalism, preparation,and sinceritywere very
important to bothDaryl's satisfactionand motivation.
"The size of the classdoesn't matter much.It does help
if I havea natural interest in thecourse.It also helps
if I make the classa priority.For the most part, the5
course work has not beenoverwhelmingly difficult."Daryl
is a business major.
Daryl describes himselfas a person who has a lot of
confidence, noting thatathletics in highschool was in
part, responsible forcreating the confidence.College
has strengthened hissense of competence asa student.
"It seems like Ican do more things well incollege.In
high school itwas primarily athletics."
Another change he citesas significant has been in
his view of education.While he came to OSUthinking that
college "is important"because of its direct bearingon
his career, he hasfound that it becameeven more
important in terms of hisability to makea contribution
to a world "witha lot of social, political,and economic
problems."Education has expandedhis understanding of
what is important.
Daryl indicates thathe does spenda bit more time
studying in collegethan high school butthat he does not
spend extended periodsof time doingso."I do better by
keeping conceptsand ideas frommy classes in constant
awareness in my mind.I like to keep an activemind."
Work has been a minordiversion while in college,
though he sees itas neither a help nor a hindranceto his
academic performance.Significantly, he considers his
involvement with facultyand staff highly motivating- a
real addition to hiseducation at OSU.
In summary, both of thesestudents were males, had6
the same major, livedin an organizedmen's living group,
were active in high school,had similar gradesat college
entrance, and had varyingdegrees of satisfactionwith
college course work.The notable differencesin their
profiles is in theirfirst year experienceat college (the
pattern was set inboth cases), thedifferential
reinforcement of theirliving grouppeers, the level and
nature of theirinteraction withfaculty, and a difference
in attitude aboutwhat was importanteducationally.These
two profilesare helpful in summarizingsome of the
salient differencesbetween the smallsample of gainers
and decliners whowere interviewed.(A summary of these
results is includedin the Appendix.)
The points of differencebetween these twogroups are
most clear in termsof satisfaction withclasses, study
habits, involvementwith faculty,source of academic
expectations, andsense of initial ambiguitywith college.
Gainers weremore satisfied, hada clearer and consistent
approach to study,were more highly involvedwith faculty,
had a more internalizedsource of academic performance
expectation, and hada shorter period of adjustmentto the
academic demandsof college.
Among the decliners, itwas clear that two of them
were rebounding.They were more satisfiedwith their
upper-division classes,had recently taken controlof
their time toaccommodate academic activitiesand demands,
and were establishingtheir own academicexpectations7
instead of respondingto the expectations of their
parents.
It is obvious that gainersand decliners in this
preliminary investigationexperienced college differently
at several key points.Studying the phenomena inmore
depth moves the researcherinto the literatureof academic
achievement and influenceson grade point average (GPA).
Academic Achievementand Grade Point Average
Despite the challenge tobroaden the criteria for
evaluating college studentachievement (Boyer, 1987),
student grades incourse work continue to be the primary
means of evaluating educationalachievement.Student
evaluations, primarily inthe form of accumulatedgrade
point average (GPA),are the basis of admission to
college, to certain majors,honor's programs,
scholarships, graduateschool, and, insome cases, a
consideration inpost-college employment.It is little
wonder then, thatso much research hasgone into
understanding the influenceson, and the prediction of
college student GPA.
For example, Harris(1940) summarizedover 300
research articles relatedto influences on collegestudent
grades.He found studies thatinvestigated relationships
between college gradesand intelligence, gender,age,
family background, physicalcharacteristics, personality
characteristics, vocationalinterests, maladjustment,8
liberalism, type and locationof high school, subjects
taken in high school, sizeof high school, study habits,
effectiveness of studycourses, time spent in study,
instructional methods, incentives,academic load, living
group arrangement, part-time work,performance in specific
subject areas, major andoccupational choice, extra-
curricular activities, andathletics.His rather terse
conclusion was that academicachievement in collegewas a
function of aptitude,effort, and situational variables.
Despite the comprehensivenature of Harris's (1940)
review, theconcern for a better understandingof academic
achievement continues.Reviews of the literatureon
academic achievementhave become more specialized in
recent years.Research has been reportedon such areas of
investigation as interactionwith faculty (Pascarella,
1980), locus of control(Findley & Cooper, 1983),college
interventionprograms (Kulik, Kulik, & Shwalb,1983),
study skills programs(Entwisle, 1960), college
environmental influences(Pascarella, 1985), size of class
(Williams, Cook, Quinn,& Jensen, 1985), and self-concept
(Scheirer & Kraut, 1979).
Mathiasen (1984) reviewedover 60 articles on
predicting academicachievement in college and clustered
the predictor variablesstudied into the followinggroups:
high school performanceand college entranceexam scores,
study behavior and scholasticattitudes, and personality
traits.Even the degree of optimism possessed by the9
student (Prola & Stern,1984) and the effect of certain
life events (Lloyd,1980) have been examinedwith respect
to academic achievement.
The point of this enumerationof research related to
factors affecting academicachievement is to emphasizeits
scope.Yet, while many factorsmay affect achievement,
not all of themare related to changes in academic
achievement.Again, such change willbe the focus of this
research.
Achievement verses AcademicPerformance Change
Change in academic achievementmay better be
expressed as change in academicperformance.The
difference in meaningbetween the terms "achievement"and
"performance" is subtle butworth noting for this
research.Achievement connotesan attainment or
accomplishment- an end state.Performance implies
process.For example, the Olympicathlete receives
an achievement award in the formof a medal for hisor her
performance.The athlete's performance inthe event is a
function of many personaland situational conditionssuch
as mental attitude, nutrition,and training.The award
is a form of recognition.It also serves asan indicator
of performance.
College GPA serves a similardual function.It is a
recognition of achievement.It is also viewedas a
performance indicator (Pascarella,1985; Fincher, 1984),10
presumably one that reflectsstudent academic learning.
As has been indicated,many factors contribute toa
student's GPA as a finaloutcome.When GPA is viewedas a
performance indicator, thefocus, at least in this
research, narrows to identifyingthe processes that lead
to achievement (Tabor& Hackman, 1976: Frisbee,1984).
Changes in thoseprocesses will differentially influence
the student's achievement.
Some of thoseprocesses are external to the student
such as student/facultyinteraction.Some are internal
such as changes in thestudent's expectations foracademic
success.
Demographic variables, highschool grades, andscores
on a college entrance examination,while having a
relationship to collegeacademic achievement, donot
account for changes inachievement during college.For
example, a student doesnot become more male,nor are high
school grades changedas a function of going to college.
The study of academicperformance change, then, is
actually a study of thoseintervening processes that
represent sources of variancein each student's collegiate
experience which contributeto academic achievement.
Even though high school gradesare considered to be
the single best predictorof college grades (Arnold,
Calkins & Willoughby, 1983;Wilson, 1983; Fincher,
1984), this does notmean that a student's college grades
will be the sameas the student's high school grades.For11
example, at Oregon StateUniversity (OSU), themean high
school accumulated GPAof the group of freshmenwho
entered the university inthe fall of 1985 andhad
attained senior statusin the winter of1989 was 3.37
(sd=.46).As seniors themean GPA was 2.96 (sd=.43).
While high schoolgrades can help identifya general
pattern of academicperformance in college, it isequally
clear that high schoolgrades do not representall there
is to know abouthow a college studentwill perform.Some
college students achievesignificantly highergrades than
they did in highschool.Others will achieve
significantly lowergrades.
Using OSU asan example again,some 14% of the
students attaining seniorstatus in their fourthyear at
the university hadexperienced changes in theirhigh
school to college GPAthat were significantlydifferent
than would havebeen predictedon the basis of high school
grades (using linearregression with highschool GPA as
independent variableand accumulated collegeGPA in the
senior yearas the dependent variable).The rest of the
students performed withinplus or minus 1.5 sd of their
predicted college GPA.Certainly, the existenceof
extreme changes in academicperformance raises some
questions.Are there identifiableconditions, both
environmental and personal,which contribute to academic
performance change?Is there a framework forstudying
this phenomena?These are the issues thatprovide the
focus for the followingdiscussion.12
Need For a Model of AcademicPerformance Change
Academic performancechange as a concept has notbeen
singled out asan area of study in higher education.
While it is true thatthe retention and attrition
literature has been concernedwith academic variables
related to dropoutoccurrences, and underachievement has
long been a concern, itmust be recognized that both
emphases are broader inscope and focus only on the most
negative consequences of academicperformance change-
leaving the institution.Neither provide insight into
sustained changes in academicperformance.Both of these
approaches are necessarilylimited in understandingthe
dynamics of academicperformance change.
A descriptive model wouldprovide both practitioners
and researchers alike,a means of exploring relationships
among relevant variables anda way to test new variables
which may contributeto performance change.Such
knowledge should be ofassistance in minimizingnegative
change and reinforcingpositive change.
A model could also providea way to integrate the
extant literature andunderscore the fact that performance
change is a multi-dimensionalconstruct.
In preparation for thisresearch, a model of academic
performance change was developed,based on the literature
related to changes in collegeGPA and anecdotal material
collected during exploratoryinterviews with seniors who13
had experienced significantgrade changes from highschool
to college.
Academic PerformanceChange Model
The model, as presentedhere, is basedon the
assumption that humansare essentially responsivebeings
that process and acton stimuli from the environment.It
also implies that enduringchanges in behaviorare
essentially adjustmentsof the individual toexternal
stimuli.The model is straightforward,following a
sequential format that beginswith environmental stimuli
which are processedcognitively by the individualand lead
to academic behaviorswhich result in theoutcome of
change in academicperformance.The nature of the model
is not dissimilarfrom those used inunderstanding
organizational behavior(Luthans, 1977)or student
outcomes in highereducation (Pace, 1979).Its
uniqueness, however, isto be found in the variables
identified and theirrelationship to eachother as well as
to performance change.
The model identifiesthree categories of intervening
variables that contributeto the process of academic
performance change from highschool to college:1)
Environmental TriggeringMechanisms (ETM); 2)Internal
Psychological States (IPS);and 3) Academic Behaviors
(AB).
First, the student experiencescertain key
"triggering mechanisms" inthe college environment.ENVIRONMENTAL
TRIGGERING
MECHANISMS (ETM)
INTERACTion with faculty
WARMTH of interpersonal
environment
PEER Influences on
academic performance
CLASS size
Hours involved in
personal/academic
development GROUPs
INTERNAL
PSYCHOLOGICAL
STATES (IPS)
Academic
EXPECTancies
Academic
ADJUSTment
ACADEMIC
BEHAVIOR (AB)
Approach to
STUDY
Level of Academic
SKILLS
Significant change
in
High School
to
College G.P.A.
Figure 1.
Model of Academic PerformanceChange from High Schoolto College15
Environmental TriggeringMechanism refers to
experiences studentshave in college which"set the stage"
for change in performance.They provideavenues of
socialization related to''themeaning and behaviorof being
a student.These triggering mechanismsinclude the
quality and frequencyof interaction withfaculty, the
influences ofpeers on academic performance,the amount of
small group or classparticipation, and thedegree of
perceived interpersonalwarmth within thecampus
community.It seems reasonablethat higher levels of
these experiences wouldbe related to gains in
performance, whereas lowerlevels would be relatedto
declines in performance.
These triggering mechanismsin the environmentresult
in cognitiveprocessing which altersthe student's
Internal PsychologicalStates - the secondcategory of
variables relatedto performance change.Academic
expectancies and adjustmentto the academic demandsof
college take placeare the variables at thislevel of the
model.
Academic expectancies,the beliefs students hold
about their ability toperform academic work,are
alterable by externalevents.For example, students
who experience the confidenceof an instructormay have
more positive beliefs about theirability to perform well
than students who experiencea lack of confidence froman
instructor.This line of reasoningis supported by the16
work of Rosenthal andJacobson (1968) with respectto the
"Pygmalion" effect and hasbeen the basis of much of the
work on expectancy effects ineducation.
There is another line ofthought and scholarship
referred to as ExpectancyTheory.Popularized by the work
of researchers in the disciplineof Organizational
Behavior (Vroom, 1964,and Lawler, 1971), it providesan
expanded framework with whichto understand individual
motivation and change inan organizational context.
Essentially, the theorystates that changes inperformance
are directly influenced bythe individual's perceptionof
their ability to accomplisha task, the existence ofa
"pay-off" for task accomplishment,and recognition that
the pay-off is personallyimportant or valuable.
This research will berelying on students' self-
expectancies in relationto their academic performanceand
the degree of change inthose expectancies from high
school to college.Certainly, Expectancy Theoryoffers an
intriguing avenue to exploreacademic performance change,
but brings with ita high level of complexity froma
methodological standpoint(Mitchell, 1974).Additionally,
its application to highereducation has been limited.
Adjustment is particularly criticalin periods of
transition (Nicholson, 1984).The transition from high
school to college is sucha time in each student's life.
If the transition is experiencedwith a great deal of
ambiguity and confusion, thestudent does not receive
clear expectations regarding academictasks.Under such17
conditions, organizationalrole theory would suggestthat
performance would suffer.(However, the studies
undertaken at this point havebeen conducted exclusively
with employees in worksettings rather thanstudents in
collegiate settings.)This model is concernedwith the
rate of the student's adjustment- that is the rapidity
with which thenew college student can identifythe
differences in academicdemands between high schooland
college and respond appropriatelyto those changes.Being
able to identify salientdifferences between learning
environments is, in part,a function of receiving and
processing appropriateinformation about the environment.
Failure to adjust wouldresult when inadequateor
inappropriate inputswere received, or if their
significance were misinterpreted.
Finally, environmentaltriggering mechanismsor
changes in individual internalpsychological statesare
not sufficient in themselvesto result in changes in
academic performance.Such conditions alone createa
situation where the individualis aware of the need to
change and evensees change as possible and good butdoes
not take any action thatwould result in change.
The third and last set of variablesin the model
identifies the critical AcademicBehaviors associated with
differences in GPA in college.These would include: the
adequacy of study time, levelof class attendance, level
of class participation, levelof writing and research18
skills, and the degreeof consistency, efficiency,and
priority dedicated tostudy.This latter variable is
referred to in the modelas approach to study.
Again, many factors contributeto the academic
achievement (GPA) of collegestudents.Not all these
factors representsources of change, either in the
collegiate environmentor in the individual student.The
model presented here includesonly those variables related
to academic achievementthat are supported in theresearch
or were derived from the exploratoryinterviews with
gainers and declinersand that are subject toa great deal
of change during thestudent's experience in college.
Presumably other variablescould be added to each category
that would further explainthe phenomenon of academic
performance change.
Implicit in the modelare different intervention
methodologies.Policy and programdevelopment are
important at the levelof environmental triggering
mechanisms.Such efforts would beconcerned with the
number, quality, timeliness,and accessibility of such
mechanisms.Counseling and teachingwould seem to be
important methods for affectingchange in the student's
internal psychologicalstate.The behavioral emphasis in
the third set of variablesis easily supported by training
with clearly definedlearning objectives and activities.
Using this model ofperformance change as the point
of perspective, it makessense that the programs most
successful in enhancing academicperformance will be19
characterized by a great dealof close faculty/studentand
student/student interaction,interpersonal warmth,
clarified academic expectationsand heightened student
academic expectancies forsuccess, and clear instruction
on the behaviors needed for academicsuccess.Outside of
a structured program, studentsexperience thesesources of
influence in somewhat ofa random manner.Logically, it
would appear that the greaterthe concentration (or
dispersion) of these influences,the greater the
performance change.
Purpose of the study
The purpose of this study isto test this modelas to
its efficacy in explainingchanges in academic performance
from high school tocollege for groups of "gainers"and
"decliners" in theirsophomore and senioryears.
Research Questions
Four essential researchquestions provide the focus
for this research:
1.) What relationship, ifany, exists among the
discriminating variablescategorized as Environmental
Triggering Mechanisms,Internal Psychological States,and
Academic Behaviors?
2.) Does a useful discriminantfunction exist for the
group of sophomore gainers and decliners?
3.) Does a useful discriminantfunction exist for the20
group of senior gainers and decliners?
4.) What similaritiesor differences exist in the useful
discriminant functions betweensophomore and senior
gainers and decliners?
Hypotheses
Research question number one is exploredby examining
the the following hypotheses:
a.)There are no significant correlationsbetween
the variables identifiedas Environmental Triggering
Mechanisms and Internal PsychologicalStates among
sophomore gainers and decliners.
b.)There are no significant correlationsbetween
the variables identifiedas Environmental Triggering
Mechanisms and Internal PsychologicalStates among
senior gainers and decliners.
c.)There are no significant correlationsbetween
the variables identifiedas Internal Psychological
States and Academic Behavioramong sophomore gainers
and decliners.
d.)There are no significant correlationsbetween
the variables identifiedas Internal Psychological
States and Academic Behavioramong senior gainers and
decliners.
e.) There are no significant correlations between
the variables identified as Academic Behaviorsand
change between predicted and actual college GPAamong
sophomore gainers and decliners.21
f.)There are no significant correlationsbetween
the variables identifiedas Academic Behaviors and
change between predicted and actualcollege GPA among
senior gainers and decliners.
Limitations of the Study
Single Institution Study
Only OSU sophomore and senior academicperformance
changers were included in thisstudy, thereby making it
impossible to determine ifthe type of institution would
be a factor in academicperformance change.
Theoretically, size of institutioncould be a factor.
Smaller residential institutionsconceivably provide
students with greater opportunitiesfor interaction with
faculty and instruction in smallerclasses.However, the
purpose of this study is not to generalizeto all students
experiencing performance changeacross all institutional
types.By limiting the subjects toone institution, any
contamination resulting from havingmore than one type of
institution represented, iscontrolled.
It is important to note that OSU,as a comprehensive
doctoral granting institution, doesrepresent a
significant segment of Americancolleges and universities.
It also has an enrollment large enoughto generate a
sufficient amount of academicperformance changers to make
the research possible.Therefore, the degree to which the
model of academic performance changehas merit for OSU22
gainers and decliners will bea factor in future
development and application of themodel.
Comparison of two separate cohortsof students
Here the concern is not toassume that any
differences which mayoccur between the sophomore and
senior group of gainers and declinersare solely
attributable to beinga sophomore or senior.Certainly a
longitudinal research design wouldbetter control
differences betweengroups.Due care will be taken in the
analysis not to over-interpretthe results.
Size of the Research Group
Little guidance is offered inthe literature
regarding sample size fora discriminant function
analysis, except for the truism,"larger is better."
However, Stevens (1986) recommendsthat there be twenty
cases for each discriminant (independent)variable in the
analysis.Such a ratio makes generalizingto the
population a legitimate exercise.This study included the
entire population of senior gainersand decliners at OSU.
The number of sophomore gainersand decliners approximates
50% of the entire population.Since most of the subjects
in the study representa population rather than a sample,
the issue of generalizability isreduced.With a ratio of
1:10, this study has an adequate numberof subjects.
Self-Reported Data
This study does not attempt to controlfor the
attributions students make for their gainor decline in
high school-to-college GPA.Attributions (inferences that23
individuals make ablout theirown, or others, internal
states based upon overt behavior)can distort a student's
assessment of those factors thatare related to
performance change, expeciallywhen the data are collected
from a self-reportsurvey instrument.For example,
students who rely on internalexplanations for their
decline in GPA (suchas lack of effort) might
underestimate their level ofinteraction with facultyor
the amount of involvement inacademic or personal
development groups.
Definition of Terms
Academic Performance Change
An understanding of the institutionaland individual
processes that contribute to greaterthan anticipated
changes in student gradesfrom high school to college.
Academic Behaviors
A component of the model ofacademic performance
change that includes activeinvolvement in the classroom,
writing and research skillsas well as the consistency of
application and level of prioritygiven to using those
skills.
Discriminant Function
A set of independent (discriminant)variables that
differentiates betweengroups - in this instance, gainers
and decliners.24
Decliner
An Oregon State University student whosepredicted
college GPA is more negative thanor equal to minus 1.5sd
from the mean difference between predictedand actual
college GPA.
Environmental Triggering Mechanisms
A component of the model of academicperformance
change that identifies thosemeans of college student
socialization that "set the stage" forchanges in academic
performance.These mechanisms include interactionwith
faculty, peer influences, involvementin small classes,
and level of perceived interpersonal"warmth" in the
college environment.
Gainer
An Oregon State Universitystudent whose predicted
college GPA is greater thanor equal to 1.5sd from the
mean difference between predictedand actual college GPA.
Internal Psychological States
A component of the model of academicperformance
change that identifies studentcognitive responses to
Environmental Triggering Mechanisms- specifically the
development of academic expectationsand the speed with
which a student can identifyand adjust to differences in
academic rigor between highschool and college.
Model
A conceptual framework used to classifyand show the
relationships between variables inthe study of a25
particular phenomena- in this instance, academic
performance change.26
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The literature of academic achievement isbroad and
diverse in terms of the populations studied,variables
chosen for investigation, and the methodological
approaches taken.The fact that academic achievement is
consistently a subject for researchby professionals in
the social sciences is surelya compelling statement
regarding the value placedon learning and the activity of
the mind.
The focus of this literature review, whilea part of
the literature of academic achievement,is directed only
to those studies that provide insightinto changes in
college student academic performanceas measured by
changes in the students' grade pointaverage (GPA).It is
not organized along the three majordimensions of the
model presented in chapterone because no such model has
existed to guide researchon academic performance change.
Rather, the literature review isstructured around the
major lines of inquiry intostudent learning and
development that have used studentGPA as a dependent
variable, or exploratory studies thathave sought to
understand differences between non-achievingand achieving
college students.Six categories have been identified in
the literature of college academicachievement that can be
referred to as the "literature of performancechange:" 1)
faculty and peer influences; 2) institutionalintervention27
programs; 3) student effort and expectancies;4) the
extra-curriculum; 5) institutionalcharacteristics; 6)
descriptive studieson underachievement and
overachievement.
Faculty/Peer Influences and AcademicPerformance
College and university facultyare an important
environmental stimulus anda primary source of
expectations regarding thequality of academic work
performed by students.
Two decades ago, Chickering (1969)underscored the
important connection betweeninformal student/faculty
contact and various educationaland achievement outcomes
among college students.Researchers in the last tenyears
have focused moreon the nature as well as the frequency
of the contact and itsrelationship with academic
performance.
In a single institution sample,using a longitudinal
design, Pascarella, Terenzini,and Hibel (1978)
investigated the relationshipbetween student\faculty
interactions and GPA in collegefreshmen."Residual" GPA
was calculated for eachperson in the sample as the
difference between predictedand actual GPA.Using the
residuals, the researcherswere able to control for the
influence of certain pre-enrollmentcharacteristics (sex,
major, ethnic status, aptitude,secondary school
achievement, parent's level of formal educationand four28
measures of personality).These variables were entered
into a multiple regressionequation with residual GPAas
the dependent variable.Approximately fourteen percent of
the residual GPA was explainedby informal student contact
- specifically contacts that dealt withcareer,
intellectual, and course matters.The researchers noted,
however, that the longer thecontacts occurred, the less
effect the contacts hadon residual GPA.The conclusion
was that particular informal contactsbetween faculty and
college freshmen do havea statistically significant,
though "incremental" positiveinfluence on student
academic performance.
In 1980, Terenzini and Pascarellaattempted to
replicate their earlier findings.Again, pre-enrollment
characteristics were identifiedand controlled in an
effort to discover the contributionthat informal
student/faculty interactionhad on predicting freshman
GPA.Peer interaction and extra-curricularactivities
were also entered into the regressionanalysis.Eight
variables related tostudent/faculty interaction were
found to account for justover 13% on the increase in
freshmen GPA.Intellectual, course, andcareer concerns
were the most influential types of interaction.
Intrigued with the qualitativedimension of
student/faculty interaction addressedby Pascarella's et
al.(1978) work, Masters (1982),completed a small field
experiment using subjects froman economics class.The29
class was divided into threegroups.Group I was to come
to the professor's officea set number of times during the
term for a consultation.The content of the
faculty/student dialogue was restrictedaffective
material.The subjects were asked about theirfeelings
and reactions to the class material.Group 2 had the same
number of contacts during the termbut their dialogue with
the class instructorwas limited to cognitive material-
ideas, principles, and mattersof understanding the course
content.Group 3 had out-of-class contact withthe
instructor but the contentwas not controlled.All three
groups were exposed equally to thesame course content in
the same format. At the endof the term all groups tooka
standardized content test ineconomics - the dependent
measure.Group 1 scored significantly higheron the test
than the other twogroups.
Students involved ina freshman honors program which
was structured around extra informalcontact between
faculty and participants gotbetter first year grades than
a similar sample of freshmen (basedon high school GPA and
ACT scores) who opted not toparticipate in the program
(Pflanm, Pascarella, & Duby,1985).
Finally, in terms of positivefindings, Rucker (1984)
investigated a normal sampleof freshmen from his
university and a sample offreshmen honors students for
variables that affect secondterm freshmen GPA.Five
independent variableswere chosen for study to include30
student/faculty interaction.In an analysis of variance
with four partial regressionshe found that honor's
students' contact with facultyaffected second term GPA,
after controlling for the influenceof ACT scores and
gender.No similar report was made for studentsin the
general sample.
In his comprehensive reviews of theliterature of
college outcomes and the influencefaculty/student
informal contact, Pascarella(1980, 1985) raises the issue
of causality in the relationship.Typically, student/
faculty interaction is entered intothe analysis as the
independent variable, yet the questionexists as to
whether such a relationship isaccurate.
To better understand the directionof causality, Bean
and Kuh (1984) employeda causal model which suggested
that GPA and student/facultyinteraction were both
outcomes of combinations of thesame set of independent
variables.Specifically, they posited that
faculty/student contactwas a function of academic
integration, academic difficulty,intent to transfer,
memberships, advisor contact and talkingin class.Grade
point average was positedas the function of academic
integration, academic difficulty,memberships, and
performance.The model further specified thata
reciprocal relationship existedbetween GPA and
faculty/student contact.College freshmen and sophomores
at one university were the population studiedin this
research.31
While the relationships betweenthe combination of
independent variables andthe two outcome measureswere
generally supported,no statistically significant
relationship was found in eitherdirection between
faculty/student contact.
The study began asan investigation of causality and
finished essentially negatingthe relationship.Other
studies also demonstratea less clear relationship between
faculty/student contact andGPA.
In 1982 Terenzini, Pascarella,and Lorang expanded
their study of the educationalinstitution's contribution
to freshman year outcomes.Again, regression analysiswas
used.The independent variables includednot only
measures of student\faculty interactionbut a number of
variables that measured variouscomponents of student
academic and social integrationinto the university.
Outcome measures were expandedto include personal growth,
gains in academic skills,content, and goals, as wellas
freshmen year GPA.
The results were less persuasive.The only component
of faculty/student interactionthat made a significant
contribution to freshmenyear GPA was interaction that
related to the discussion ofcareer concerns.A larger
contribution to freshmen GPAwas made by the students'
involvement in the classroom and theircommitment to the
institution.
Rossman (1967, 1968) conductedsome small field32
experiments using academic advisorsin a special program
of formal and informalgroup discussions with 60 students.
Sixty other students, receivingthe normal advising
assistance acted as the controlgroup.The experimental
group reported higher satisfaction thanthe control group
but there was no difference inGPA between the groups.
Despite the lack of uniformresults between out of
class student/faculty contactand changes in GPA,
Pascarella (1985) concludes:
The weight of evidence suggeststhat when student
pre-college characteristics,such as academic
aptitude, secondary schoolachievement, and
personality traits,are controlled statistically, the
frequency and quality of studentnon-classroom
interactions with facultytend to be significantly
and positively associated withstudent academic
achievement.(p. 43)
In other words students withlimited or negative informal
contact with faculty wouldbe expected to experiencesome
negative impact on GPA, allother factors considered
equally.
The influence of college studentpeer groups on a
variety of personal outcomeshas been well established
(Newcomb & Wilson, 1966; Bradshaw,1975; Pascarella,
1985).With regard to achievementoutcomes, much of the
research has been devoted to the impactof living groups.
In 1980 Williams, Reilley, andZglicznski published a
comprehensive review of the impactof residence living on
college students.It included over 100 articles and
spanned over more than decadesof work.It is clear from33
their conclusions that residencehalls can have a
differential impact on academicperformance.They report
as follows:
Students living in a residencehall for at least the
freshman year had better gradeaverages and are more
likely to finish their degreeprograms than are
students living at homeor in off-campus housing.
Freshman roommates whoare also enrolled in the same
course will achieve higher grades thanroommates who
are not so enrolled.
Roommates who are very dissatisfiedwith one another
will experience less academicsuccess than other
roommates.
High-ability students make bettergrades and feel
they live in a more academicenvironment when
assigned together toa specific floor or corridor.
(p. 315)
The nature of the studies thatresulted in the above
conclusions was essentiallydescriptive.Williams et al.
(1980) point out that much stillis to be learned about
the specific variables thatproduce the positive effects.
Moos (1979) has done a great dealof research on
measuring social environmentsand their impact on
students.Of particular interest hereare those aspects
of a living group's socialenvironment that have a
relationship to GPA.Moos (1979) administered his
University Residence EnvironmentScale (URES) to 52
residence groups (n=868) andfound that the "supportive
achievement"and "independence oriented" subscales had
significant positive correlations withend of year
freshman grades.Taken together, these facets of the
residence social environmentsuggest that students who34
experience non-competitivesupport for academics and
minimal sanctions for individualisticbehavior are more
apt to perform better than predictedbased on student
input measures (e.g. aptitude).
The social environment of threefraternities with
high GPAs and three fraternitieswith low GPAs was
assessed using the URES by Winston,Hutson, and McCaffrey
(1980). Here the scales relatedto intellectuality,
academic achievement, andindependence differentiated the
groups.A social environment that fosteredindependence
was more characteristic of the houseswith the low GPAs in
contrast to the study byMoos (1979).The fraternities
could not be differentiatedon the basis of SAT scores so
the researchers concludedthat the social environment
contributed to differences inperformance.
Citing the lowresponse rate, the failure to include
high school performancealong with SAT scores asa control
variable, and theuse of fraternities with extreme GPA
averages as problematic in the Winston,Hutson, and
McCaffrey (1980) research,Schrager (1986) reinvestigated
the impact of social environmenton academic performance
with four types of livinggroups at the University of
Illinois.Male freshmen were the targetpopulation.
Greek and residence hallgroups were included in the
sample.Residual GPAs were computedfor each living group
and reflected the differencebetween predicted and actual
GPA.Scores on the URES subscaleswere correlated with
residual GPA.35
The pattern of correlations between socialclimate
and residual GPA was differentbetween the residence hall
and fraternity groups.Specifically, freshmen residence
groups with high ratings on Traditional SocialOrientation
(emphasis on dating) had lowerresidual GPAs.No similar
relationship was foundamong fraternities.Social
environments that were rated highin competition and
academic achievementwere positively correlated with
higher residual GPA in fraternitiesbut not residence
groups.
The question of causality inthese relationships
still remains ambiguous, primarilydue to the self-
selection issue.Schrager (1986) points out thatself-
selection, in thecase of fraternity members, probably
confounds the relationship betweenachievement and certain
aspects of the social environment.However in the
residence halls, random assignmentunderscores the
probability that peers, throughthe formation of certain
aspects of social climate, affectacademic performance.
College Intervention Programs andAcademic Performance
American higher education, sensitizedto a diverse
population of students and marketpressures to stabilize
enrollments, has a long history of establishingprograms
to assist students in meeting theacademic demands of
college work.Trow (1982) notes that the 19th century
college addressed the problem ofunderpreparedness among36
students by developing preparatorydepartments.By 1895
as many as 40% of the college studentsmatriculated
through these preparatorydepartments.
In an exhaustive review ofover three hundred
articles on factors affectingcollege grades, Harris
(1940) identifies the efficacy ofstudy skill courses on
GPA as early as the twenties.
Certainly concern for thesuccess of students in
college has been givenmore than lip service by
institutions of higher education.Intervention programs
have traditionally centeredaround improvement in study
skills.As college and university counselingservices
have expanded, other interventionshave emerged such as
academic contracts, supportgroups, stress reduction, and
specialized orientationprograms.The comprehensive, or
"total push" program (Kulik,Kulik, & Shwalb, 1983) has
emerged on many campuses inresponse to the many needs
presented by what Klingelhoferand Hollandar (1973) refer
to as the "new student."These are students who, fora
combination of cultural, academic,and social reasons,
have a more difficult timecompeting academically.These
programs provide a variety of academicand personal
support services for targetstudent populations through
out the students' stay atcollege.The discussion that
follows will focus ona number of different types of
intervention programs used bycounseling and student
personnel professionals.37
Several researchers noted the positivevalue of study
skills courses on improvementof academic performance
(Harris, 1940; Entwisle, 1960;Brozo, Schmelzer, &
Thurber, 1982).The key to improvement, ofcourse, is the
extent to which the studentconsistently implements the
skills learned.Effective study skillsmay be mediated by
the students' self-conceptand certain personality
characteristics.
Gadzella and Williamson (1984)studied the
relationship betweenscores on standardized measures of
self-concept, study skills andstudent GPA.Both measures
had significant positive correlationswith college GPA
(self-concept, R=.26, study skill,R=.52).
Using the Myers-Briggs TypeIndicator as a measure of
personality types witha group of underachieving andnon-
underachieving study skillsstudents, Robyak and Downey
(1978) found that allgroups benefited from the study
skills intervention.However, underachieving "judgers"
made greater gains in GPAafter the intervention than
underachieving "perceivers."The underachieving students
also made greater gains,regardless of personality type,
than the non-underachievingstudents.
Much of the interventionon college campuses with
underachieving students has beeninitiated by counseling
professionals.Perhaps this is because underachievement
is considered to have itsroots in emotional problems
(Robyak & Downey, 1978)or other forms of "maladjustment"38
(Kirk, 1965).Nevertheless, a great dealof effort has
been made on behalfof college studentswho experience
academic difficulty.The interventionsare many and the
outcomes are inconsistent.
In a review of 31 articleson the effects of group
treatment approachesfor college underachieversand bright
failing underachievers,Mitchell and Piatkowska(1974)
concluded: "Practicalgains from the publishedliterature
are so low that an urgentneed for better treatment
programs is indicated" (p.500).In all of the studies
reviewed, GPAwas one criteria of theeffectiveness of the
group interventions.Only eight of the studiesreviewed
reported significantpositive changes instudent GPA.
Other conclusions inthe report suggestedthat
unstructured and long-terminterventions were "superior"
to structured andshort-term interventions,volunteer
subjects makegreater gains thannon-volunteers, and that
the behaviors targetedfor change inmany of the
interventions did notresult in changes inGPA.No real
pattern emerged withrespect to the type ofgroup
intervention.The patterns reportedto have a significant
positive impacton GPA ran the gamut fromnon-directive
counseling to didacticstudy skills instruction.
Using meta-analysisto summarize the effectivenessof
a variety of programs designedto meet the needs of high-
risk and disadvantagedcollege students, Kulik et al.,
1983) report quite differentfindings:39
A total of 57 of the 60 studiescontained GPA
results.The effects reported inthese studies were
basically positive.In 44 of the 57 studies, GPA
were higher for students from the specialprograms;
13 studies reported higherGPA's for control
students.Seventeen of the 57 studies reported
statistically significant differencesin GPA for
groups in special programs; results of1 study
favored the control treatment.If special programs
for high-risk students hadno systemic effect on
student GPA, about half the resultswould have
favored the specialprograms.Instead, a clear
majority of the studies favoredthe special programs.
We can therefore conclude withsome confidence that
the special programs hada positive effect. (p. 401)
While the type of interventionsreviewed by each of
the above researchteams noted above are similar,the
target populations for theinterventions were defined
somewhat differently- underachievers vs. high risk
students.The essential differencesbetween the two
groups would most likely beon measures of ability,
aptitude, and pastperformance.Underachievement is
typically definedas academic performance substantially
below what would be predicted.High risk studentsmay
have a performance patternmore consistent with what would
be predicted.The two reviews also useddifferent
methodologies for analysis.Mitchell and Piatkowska
(1974) did notuse a quantitative analysis of the studies.
An obvious conclusion isthat interventionprograms are
also mediated by the presentingcharacteristics of the
students being treated.
More recent research relatedto improvement in
academic performance of highrisk students underscores the40
value of program structure in producingchanges in student
GPA.
Using an experimental design,Landward and Hepworth
(1984) developed a treatmentprogram based on Bednar and
Weinberg's (1970) criteriafor effective programs dealing
with underachievers.The criteria called fora program
that was clearly structured,lasted a full term, was
content oriented related to thedynamics of
underachievement, offered high levelsof warmth and
understanding, and attempted to berelevant to the needs
of the target population.The dependent measure for both
the experimental and controlgroup consisted of GPA at the
end of the treatment period(fall term) and each
subsequent term throughout thefreshmen year.Freshman
year persistence rates were also compared.Experimental
group members had significantly highergrades than
controls at the end of the firstterm.Subsequent term
GPA comparisons showeda drop in the GPA of the
experimental group withno significant difference between
groups.The treatment effectwas short-lived.No
significant differencewas reported in freshman year
persistence though a higher percentageof the experimental
group completed the year.
At Eastern Michigan University,Abrams and Jernigan
(1984) developed a treatmentprogram for high-risk
students that lasted for the entirefreshman year and
included advising assistance, academicsupport, and41
tutoring.Stepwise multiple regressionanalysis of fall
and winter data demonstratedthat number of hours spent in
the reading and study skillscourse and the number of
tutor contacts were the bestpredictor of fall and winter
GPA, respectively.It should be noted, however,that the
total variance in GPA for allindependent variableswas
only 26%, emphasizing thecomplexity of the concept of
performance.
Structured intervention in the formof an academic
development contract witha complementary, highly
structured counseling protocolwas compared with a non-
directive counseling technique(Hudesman, Avramides,
Loveday, Wendell & Griemsmann,1986).Some 247 freshmen,
identified as high-riskstudents, were the population
under study.The students were divided intotwo treatment
groups.During fall and springterms, group A received
the structured interventionand group B received thenon-
directive intervention.During winter term, bothgroups
received the non-directiveintervention.Analysis of
variance revealed significantlyhigher GPA for group A
fall term and no differencebetween the groups in the
successive two terms.Spring term GPA forgroup A was
higher than group B.However, the reduction of the sample
size and the increasedvariability of the GPA's seemed to
be responsible for the lackof significance.
Erlund (1984) used a human potentialseminar with a
group of students on academic probationand a randomly42
selected group of students whowere not experiencing any
academic difficulty.Control groups were established for
each treatment group.Student GPA as well as several
other personality variablesserved as the criterion
measures.Probationary students receivingthe treatment
had significantly higher gradesat the end of treatment
than probationary students inthe control group.No such
difference was noted betweenexperimental and control
groups among non-probationary students.
Noting that low achievingstudents experience higher
levels of anxiety than highachievers and that
"multicomponent" treatmentprograms seem to be more
powerful in affecting target behaviors,Williams, Decker
and Libassi (1983) paireda study skills and a stress
reduction intervention witha small (n=22) group of
probationary students.The students were randomly
assigned to twogroups.Group A received 14 sessions ofa
study skills intervention.Group B received 14 sessions
of a study skills andstress management intervention.
While no significant differencebetween the groups' GPA
existed before treatment,Group B had significantly higher
grades for the term in whichthe treatment was given.The
stress management training incombination with the study
skills development appearedto be more effective.
Another multicomponent approachcomposed of study
skills and three therapeuticmodalities generally referred
to as "self-control training"was developed by Greiner and43
Karoly (1976).Again, GPA was the dependentvariable for
all treatment groups.The treatment group makingthe
greatest gains in GPAwas the one that included
instruction in study skills,self-monitoring, self-reward,
and planning strategies.The target population forthis
study was not composed ofstudents identifiedas high-risk
or underachieving.
Finally, Bron and Gordon(1986) investigated the
impact of a semester-longnew student orientationprogram
on the first and secondsemester grades of the
participants.The program was didactic innature and
carried academic credit.Topics ranged from thehistory
and purposes of highereducation to learning theory,study
skills, and careerdevelopment.The classes had
approximately 20 studentseach.Posttreatment analysis
found significant differencesbetween the students who
passed the orientationcourse and those students who did
not, and between studentswho passed and students whodid
not take the course.In both cases, the GPA ofthe
students who successfullypassed the course were higher,
and for both first andsecond semester GPA.No random
assignment was used in definingthe groups making self-
selection as possible issue inthe differences between
group GPAs.
It seems clear from the researchpresented here that
students' GPA can be improved bystructured academic and
personal support programs that continueover a sufficient44
period of time; thus allowingthe program participant to
enact behaviors that result inacademic performance
changes.Multiple component interventionsseem more
effective than single componentprograms. This seems to be
true for underachievers, high-riskstudents and non-
underachievers.
It is interesting to note thatall of the
intervention programs reviewedwould be considered highly
interactive.Students are typically insome sort of small
group treatment format with frequent,purposeful, and
intense contact witha professional member of the college
or university community.These are similar
characteristics to thosethat were related to increasesin
GPA resulting from informalinteraction with facultyand
the influence ofpeers in living group situations.
The primary concern withregard to participation in
structured interventionprograms is that participation is
not a guarantee oflong-term increases in academic
performance.Both the lack of longitudinalstudies on
intervention programs andGPA improvement, and the reports
of Landward and Hepworth(1984) and Kulik et al. (1983)
raise this issue.While important in aidingstudents to
experience somesuccess academically, theseprograms
appear limited to short-term gainsunless other conditions
or behaviors effecting academicimprovement are
experienced by the student.45
Student Effort, Expectancies,and Academic Performance
Student effort with respectto GPA has been
conceptualized in severalways.Generally, the more
narrow the concept of effort isoperationally defined, the
less relationship it has withGPA.
Pace (1984) points out thatthe measurement of
educational processes- what the student actually does in
college - is the "missing link"in much of the researchon
educational outcomes.The content of student behaviorcan
generally be regardedas effort.He further proposes that
such effort has qualitativedimensions.When quality of
effort is added to theprediction of achievement,an
increase of 10 to 15percentage points is added to
performance on various achievementcriteria. He concludes,
"granted the importance ofall the elements that influence
who goes where to college,once the students get there
what counts most is notwho they are or where theyare but
what they do" (Pace,1984, p.43).
Effort in college, forPace, has 14 dimensions
measured by the CollegeStudent Experiences Questionnaire
(CSEQ).Each scale measures theamount of time and the
level of involvementa student puts into the use of key
college facilities (e.g. recreationaland cultural) and
opportunities for personal experiencesand group
associations (e.g. involvement inclasses, with peers and
with faculty).Not all of the quality-of-effort(QE)
scales are related to GPA.46
Using the CSEQ, Michael,Nadson, and Michael (1983)
conducted a correlational studyusing the quality of
effort measuresas independent variables and several
dependent variables, includingself-reported GPA.The
scales measuring faculty/studentinvolvement and classroom
involvement had the highestcorrelations (.25 and .34,
respectively) with GPA.Regression analysiswas also
carried out using the qualityof effort scales as
independent variables andGPA as the dependent variable.
The researchers concluded:
it would appear thatthe QE scales indicateda degree
of relationship withself-reported grades and with
perceived attainments (estimatesof gains in
academically related activities)nearly as high as
that traditionally found withstandardized scholastic
aptitude tests. (Michaelet al., 1983, p. 506)
Both cognitive and noncognitivevariables were
identified in Taborand Hackman's (1976) investigationof
undergraduate performance.Of the cognitive variables,
those that clusteredaround the dimension of academic
effort and achievementhad the greatest correlation
(r...39) with accumulatedGPA at Yale University.The
measure of academic effort andachievement included such
behaviors as commitmentto learning, being organized and
efficient, fulfillingcourse requirements, being admitted
to professionalor graduate school, and general effort.
Measures related to academicability and self-directed
behavior were also positivelycorrelated with accumulated
GPA.47
Frisbee (1984) conductedan interesting study to
determine the degreeto which course gradeswere a
function of student aptitudeand effort, and/orcourse and
teacher characteristics(such as class size,use of
required text, number ofassignments, years of teaching
experience).Effort was measuredas the amount of time a
student gave to a particularclass - both in attendance
and out of class preparation.Effort, so defined, did
have a positive effecton course grade.The effect of
effort, however,was somewhat negated.The course
characteristics (assignments,exams, and required texts)
that increased effortalso had a direct negativeeffect on
course grade.The explanation offeredfor this peculiar
turn of eventswas that teachers who providemore exams,
assignments, anduse of a required textmay raise the
grading standardson the assumption suchcourse structure
constitutes an aid tostudent mastery of thecourse
content.
Finally, when effort isdefined as only the amountof
time a student spendsstudying for a class,no
relationship isdemonstrated with GPA (Mitchell& Nebeker,
1973; Delucchi, Rohwer,& Thomas, 1987; Schuman,Walsh,
Olson, & Etheridge,1985; Michael et al., 1983).Schuman
et al. (1985) did findthat class attendancewas
positively correlated withGPA.This finding supportsthe
investigations of both Frisbee(1984) and Michael et al.,
1983).The reason, for the lackof relationship between48
study time and GPA, no doubt, is thatstudying is a
complex phenomena.Mere hourly totals of time spent
simply do not reflect that complexity.Thomas and Rohwer
(1987) point out that studyingencompasses "several
classes of cognitive and self-managementactivities, that
are, for the most part, learner initiated, directed,and
maintained" (p. 381).
The self-expectancies students hold withrespect to
their academic performance hasbeen shown by several
investigators to be positively relatedto actual academic
performance (Holahan, Curran & Kelley,1982; Mitchell &
Nebeker, 1973; Lent, Brown & Larkin,1984).The positive
contribution that expectancy effectshave on performance
are enhanced if cooperative (warm and friendly)conditions
exist between teachers andstudents (Johnson, 1970).
Erkut (1983) found that males havehigher
expectancies for academic performancethan females, though
actual performance between malesand females was non-
significant.The self-expectancies in these studies
involved having students estimatetheir expected grades or
the degree to which effortwas related to grades.
Another variation on expectancy studieshas been to
analyze the effects of differingteacher expectations on
student performance.The results seem quite clear with
respect to the positive relationshipbetween teacher
expectations and student performance(Johnson, 1970;
Rosenthal & Rubin, 1978).More recently some studies have49
compared the efficacy of manipulatingteacher's
expectation vs. the student'sacademic expectations
directly.These latter studies are importantbecause they
describe a mechanism wherebystudent performance can be
increased.
Haynes and Johnson (1983) contrastedthe effects of
manipulating both students' andteachers' academic
performance expectancies.The students were primarily
black female freshmen enrolledin a special academic
program designed to aid their adjustmentto college and
increase the skills requiredfor successful completion.
The average high schoolGPA for these students was 2.0.
Students were randomly assignedto four treatment
groups that involved raising teacherexpectancies, student
expectancies, orsome combination of both.Each group had
a different teacher.The condition of accentuated teacher
expectancy was accomplished bysending the teacher a list
of students in theirgroup and indicating that the
students were aboveaverage.To heighten student
expectancy, students ina different group were sent
letters informing them theywere above average as well.A
third group received bothtypes of expectancy input anda
fourth group actedas a control.GPA's were higher for
the groups with heightenedself-expectancy.Furthermore,
no differences in the expectancyeffects were noted
between males and females.
Eden and Ravid (1982) conducteda similar experiment50
using adult military traineesenrolled in a 7-week
clerical course.Again, the conditions of affecting
teacher expectancy and of directlyaffecting the trainee's
expectancy was introduced inan experimental design using
two treatment group anda control.In addition, all
groups members expressed a level of selfexpectancy by
indicating whether they expectedto perform better than
20, 40, 60, or 80 percent ofall trainees.
Ratings on the performancecriteria (standardized
test and instructor ratings)were highest for the
condition of trainee expectancy,followed by teacher
expectancy and the controlgroup.Having trainees
indicate how well theyexpected to perform (self-
expectation) in thecourse at the beginning, middle and
end of the course did notseem to affect the potency of
either the condition ofteacher expectation or trainee
expectation when self-expectancywas used as the
covariate.
Obviously, thereare ethical implications in
distorting the truth about someone'sability to increase
their performance.Yet the display of confidence ina
student's ability by people perceived(by the student) to
recognize ability playsa significant role in academic
performance change.It may be that students whose
performance is affected through greater interactionwith
faculty or from intense and highly interactive
intervention programs,are, in part, being affected51
through a change in expectancies.Those changes may be in
the beliefs students have withrespect to their ability to
perform well or how well thestudent perceives their
effort will result in bettergrades.Such interactionmay
also, in the case of instructors,affect their perception
of a student's abilityor clarify expectations regarding
specific academic tasks.
The Extra Curriculum and AcademicPerformance
Students use a large proportionof their time
involved in activitiesother than those required for
successful completion ofa degree program.In some
respects academic demandsare simply one more component in
a life that is composed of working,forming familial
support networks, and developinga private life.Being a
student is no a longer unitaryactivity.Huber (1987)
writes of college studentstoday: "They are persons who
among other things are studying.They live in more than
one world" (p.165).
Given the fact that studentsdirect their energies
into a variety of activities,some researchers have
investigated the impact, ifany, of this diffusion of
effort on students' academicperformance.
Fifty years ago Harris(1940) found contradictory
results on the relationshipbetween involvement in extra-
curricular activities, work,and students' GPA.He
concluded that whatever effectextra-curricular52
involvement had on GPAwas unique to the institution and
the students being studied.
More recently Harnett (1965)noted that students'
grades tended to declineduring terms of greaterextra-
curricular involvement.However, he did not considerthe
effects of participationvs. non-participation.His
sample included onlystudents participating inextra-
curricular activities.
Shuker (1987) reportsa small but significant
negative correlation(r=-.10, p=.01) between numberof
activities involved in(including on-campus employment)
and GPA.Micheal et al. (1983)reports similar small
correlations between amountof time spent involved in
clubs, organizations,and intramurals and GPA.
Noting that more recentresearch on the student
employment/academicperformance link had done nothingto
clear up the controversy,Ma (1984) decided to introduce
levels of course satisfactionas an independent variable
into the analysisof the problem.No significant
differences were found inthe GPAs of satisfiedor
dissatisfied students withrespect to number of hours
worked or the job'srelevance to the student'smajor.
(Number of hours workedincluded students who didnot work
at all.)Satisfied students showedno difference between
those students who workin white-collar jobs andthose
students who worked inblue-collar jobs.Dissatisfied
studentswho had white collar jobsdid have significantly53
higher grades than dissatisfiedstudents with blue collar
jobs.The cell size for this last analysiswas quite
small making the result of limitedvalue.The conclusion
was that course satisfactionwas more related to GPA than
hours worked.
Ehrenberg and Sherman's (1987) studyassessed the
relationship between employment whilein college, GPA, and
post-college outcomes.Again, the number of hours worked
had no relationship to GPA.Hours worked did, however,
relate to attrition.
It would appear, then, that thedecision to be
involved in some form ofextra-curricular activity in and
of itself, will not be thedetermining factor in academic
performance changes during college.This point is
underscored by Winston, Hutsonand McCaffrey's (1980)
research with fraternities with highand low GPAs.
Despite differences in theperformance of the both
fraternities, neither type could bedifferentiated on
measures of involvement, either in the houseand outside
the house.
Institutional Characteristics and AcademicPerformance
College is different from high school.Sooner or
later students feel the impact ofthat change.For some,
the change generates a series ofobstacles that can
interfere with academic performance.For others, the
change is a stimulus for increasedperformance.54
Lamenting the abruptness of change between high
school and college in 1917, Boraas (cited in Williamson,
1939) identified a number of problems that new college
students face.These include: large classes, course
difficulty, different instructional methods, lengthy
assignments, voluminous reading, disinterested faculty and
a host of other personal adjustment problems.Writing
about the transition from high school to college some 60
years later, Boyer (1987) urges colleges to provide more
helpful information to new students about the nature and
realities of the institutions to which they apply.His
assumption is that such information will provide students
a smoother transition to college and a better chance at
performing at a level consistent with their potential.
Pascarella (1985) reviewed several studies that
investigated the relationship between institutional
characteristics and achievement outcomes.Typically, the
criterion measures used were scoreson standardized
subtests of the GRE or NTE rather than college grades.
Institutional characteristics usually studied included
library size, student/faculty ratio, selectivity of the
student body, and degree composition of the faculty.The
usual form of statistical analysis used was multiple
regression.
He concludes that when the effects of pre-enrollment
characteristics of students are statistically controlled,
institutional characteristics account for a "relatively55
minor" percentage of the variance in the dependent
variable.The apparent efficacy of different
institutional characteristics on achievement outcomes is
in the degree to which they influence interaction with the
major sources of socialization in students- faculty and
other students.The factor that seems to be most clearly
related to achievement outcomes, though small, is the
level of degree attainment by the faculty.
One institutional characteristic not included in
Pascarella's (1985) review was the relationship between
class size and GPA.Harris (1940) found no clear
relationship in his research review.In 1985, Williams et
al., conducted another extensive review of the extant
literature.Again findings were contradictory enough that
they launched their own study of the problem.Using
scores on objective tests used as the dependent variable,
they entered class sizes ranging from 13 to 1006 as well
as type of class into a regression formula.Class size
simply did not account for any significant variance in
test scores. They concluded that the effect of class size
on achievement should not be a consideration in
administrative decisions.
In sum, institutional characteristics would seem to
offer minimal understanding to academic performance
changes in terms of direct effects.However, one notable
weakness in all of the studies on class size was that they
were limited to assessing the effect of single classes on56
the criterian measures.Considering the effectivenessof
small group interventions andinteraction between faculty
and students, itseems possible that continuousexposure
to small classes might makea contribution to increases in
GPA because of possible similiarqualitative dynamics.
Under and Overachievement- Descriptive and Comparative
Studies
Underachievement is generally conceivedas a measure
of academic achievementsomewhat less than whatone would
predict or expect on the basisof past performance and/or
aptitude.The subjects selected formany studies of
underachievement in the collegesetting consist of
students on academic probationor students whose grades
fall below a 2.0 GPA level.Studies involving
underachievers, then, are reallyabout a population of
students whose academic performancehas changed.
The matter of underachievementhas been of major
concern throughout all levels of theeducational system
and has been the subjectof much research.Kornrich
(1965) reviewed over 500 articleson underachievement when
he was compiling his bookon the subject.
Judging from the low number ofarticles in the
literature, less is known aboutcollege students who
perform better than predicted.Certainly high achieving
students have been the subject ofmuch research, but not
necessarily those whose academicperformance has changed
significantly in a positive direction.57
The literature reviewed inthis section is primarily
descriptive and exploratory.It focuses on comparing
underachievers with non-underachieversin college in terms
of behaviors, thought bythe researchers, to beimportant
to academic success.Also included are studiesinvolving
college students' assessmentof the factors related to
their declineor gain in performance.
One of the questions addressedby researchers has
been whether underachieverscan be differentiated from
non-underachievers in thearea of study skills knowledge
and use.Brozo, Schmelzer, and Thurber(1982) used a
random sample of 93"successful" students (3.5 GPAor
better) and 56 underachievingstudents (less than a 2.0
GPA), to determine ifdifferences could be foundon a
study skills habitsmeasure.Test-taking and basic
academic preparationwere not the problem with
underachievers.The problems weremore associated with
the behaviors requiredto thoroughly understandand
complete academic assignments.
Significant differenceswere found on six of the
eight measures.These included time schedulingproblems,
note-taking problems,organization and study effort,
concentration/distraction, motivationand goals, and
possible emotional problems.
Using a differentmeasure of study skills knowledge
and attitudes, as wellas a personality inventory, Robyak
and Downey (1979) tried topredict underachievement and58
non-underachievement amonga group of students who had
taken a study skills improvementcourse.Discriminant
analysis was the form of statisticalanalysis used.
Both underachievers and non-underachievershad
similarly low scores on study skillsuse.The variables
used in the study that had thegreatest influence in
differentiating the underachieversfrom the non-
underachievers were a preferencefor introversion and high
study skills knowledgeamong the non-underachievers. It
was suggested that the lower study skillsuse scores among
non-underachievers was a function oftheir more reflective
nature as introverts. Accordingto the measure used,
introverts work through understandinginformation
internally.The ability to managea large amount of
information in sucha manner was thought to preclude the
high use of traditionalstudy skills methods.In effect,
the introvert is always workingat processing information.
In contrast, the underachievershad neither high study
skills use nor high study skillsknowledge.
Janos, Sanfilippo, and Robinson(1986) contrasted
underachieving and non-underachievingaccelerated college
students of high schoolage.Their study was unusual in
that they defined underachievementas a GPA of less than a
3.0 instead of the more usual2.0 cutoff.
Included in the variables studiedwere: study skills
knowledge and attitudes, family relationships,personality
characteristics, and the importance ofand satisfaction59
with several social andintellectual elements of college
life.Transcripts were also analyzed withrespect to
performance patterns.No significant differenceswere
found between groups inany of the measures taken.Both
groups scored high on measures of study skillsand
satisfaction with their collegiateexperience.The
primary difference reportedwas in the transcript
analysis.Underachievers were muchmore erratic, having
more incompletes and more variance inGPA from term to
term.
Noting the lack ofany meaningful theory orientation
to much of the researchon underachievement, Todd, Terrel
and Frank (1965) chose toinvestigate differences between
"normal" (3.0 GPAor higher) and underachieving college
students (less than 2.0 GPA)with respect to achievement
need, vocational goals,expectancies for success, and
expectancy that academic performancewould lead to desired
long term goals.Underachievers reported less clear
vocational goals and lowerexpectancy for academicsuccess
than normal achievers.
Using more discriminating categoriesthan high and
low achieving students,Larsen, Alvord, and Higbee (1982)
looked for differences betweenhonors, average, academic
warning, and probationary students.Honors students
(3.30+ GPA) reported fewer problems withcollege, fewer
personal and financial problems, fewer physicalillnesses,
and fewer difficulties selectingcourses.They were60
better than the othergroups at concentrating and
allocating time for academicmatters.Average students
(2.00 to 3.29 GPA) reportedmore problems taking exams
than honors students andmore problems in the selection of
a major.Warning students (term below2.00 but
accumulated GPA above 2.00) tookfewer credit hours than
average and honors students and reportedmore learning and
studying problems. The probationarystudents (term and
accumulated GPA below 2.00)were similiar to the warning
students and also reportedmore problems in general with
college.
There is also a line of researchthat has focused on
individuals and their personalassessment of changes in
academic performance,or clinical assessments of the
change in performance.Again, most of the inquiry has
centered on the underachiever- the student with less than
a 2.0 GPA.
Sarnoff and Raphael (1965) usedan in-depth interview
approach to study five failing collegestudents during the
second semester of the freshmanyear.The all male sample
was interviewed 8 to 12 times with the goalof trying to
determine how the individualstudent experiences failure-
to look at the individual interactingwith the collegiate
environment.Several patterns emerged.In addition to
demonstrated poor motivation anda lack of appreciation
for scholarship, the students had "personalityproblems",
poor study habits and a propensity to be distracted61
through involvement ina variety of extra-curricular
activities.
Interviewing was also the techniqueused to determine
why students who had aboveaverage college entrance scores
received below average grades.Teitelbaum (1983) reports
that most of the 44 students indicateda lack of self-
discipline in the face of thegreater demands of college
work.The problem of poor performancewas intensified
when the student was involved inpart-time employment.
In another exploratory study, Hart andKeller (1980)
developed a questionnaire containing68 factors that could
negatively affect academicperformance.It was given to
each first term residencefreshman with a GPA of less than
2.0.Students were asked to rate the importanceof each
reason as it related to theirpoor performance.The
reasons students perceived as contributingthe most to
their poor performance fellinto two groups- personal and
institutional.
Overall, 8 of the top 10 factors thatthe respondents
believed were importantreasons for their poor
academic achievementwere related to the students'
own lack of motivation, initiative,or ability.
Nonetheless, many students indicatedthat their
personal limitations could notcompletely account for
their performance.They believed that other factors
(e.g. university and divisionalcourse requirements,
faculty teaching and examiningprocedures,
educational background in Englishand science, the
quality of academic advising and tutorialhelp, and
residence hall atmosphere) alsocontributed to their
academic problems. (p. 530)
The authors also make the pointthat these freshmen
underestimated the demands of academic life incollege.62
Freshmen in DeBoer's (1983) study coveredthe
spectrum in terms of GPA.They were asked to identify the
factors perceived to have the mosteffect on their
academic performance during theirfirst term at college.
These perceptions were then analyzedfor their
relationship to students' affectivereactions to their
performance, future expectancy forsuccess, and actual
second term performance.The students were also divided
into low success and highsuccess groups based on whether
their first term gradeswere worse or better than
anticipated.
Among low success students, only luckand social
distractions were considered tohave a negative impact on
performance.The factor perceived to have the most
positive effect was the desirefor high grades.
Among high success students, only socialdistractions
were considered to have a negative impact.Again, the
desire for high gradeswas considered to be the most
important factor in academicperformance.High success
students also believed that the abilityto work hard and
long on difficult tasks and aptitude,contributed to their
success.
However, when perceptions forsuccess were correlated
with actual second term performance,only the perception
of the importance of academic aptitudeamong successful
students was related to actual performance(r=.27).
This partial correlation, with first-termGPA63
controlled, indicates that students who believedthat
their first termsuccess was attributable to their
ability actually improved their performance inthe
second-term more than students who believed that
their ability was a less positive factor.(p. 347)
The effect of the belief in one's abilityhere is
similar to what was demonstrated inthe self-expectancy
studies reviewed earlier.The difference, of course, is
that here the belief about aptitudewas not experimentally
manipulated.
Finally, one study was found that exploredonly those
student perceived factors that contributedto greater than
expected academic performance.Easton and Ginsberg (1983)
identified 26 community collegestudents who had entered
college with low reading placement testscores.
Subsequent to their enrollment eachof students had
performed well enough to be eligible forthe honor
society.Data were gathered through interviews regarding
the students' learningprocesses.They were found to be
very involved in class by attendance, note-taking,and
verbal participation.They were also selective in the
courses taken, demonstrated a strong orientationto
establishing goals and planning, and consistently
incorporated a review and restudycycle in their class
preparation.These, of course, are all skills thatcan be
learned and are often taught in study skillscourses.
At first glance, it seems curious that the
standardized tests used tomeasure study skills fail to
provide a consistent picture of studentswho perform64
differently.However, not all studies used the same
instrument.The one used by Brozo, et al., (1982) seemed
to emphasize habitual study behavior.Such habitual
behavior may be the key.Students need to not only know
about effective study methods, they needto consistently
incorporate such behaviors when approachingacademic work.
Underachieving students themselves,seem to underscore
this fact by pointing out thelack of self-discipline as
an important factor in less than satisfactorygrades,
whereas the consistent use of specificstudy skills were
identified by high achieving/lowerability students as
important to their performance.The picture of the
underacieving student isone where conditions that once
supported a respectable level of performanceno longer
exist.They fall prey to distractions of varioussorts
and fail to consistentlyengage the types of behaviors
that would assure academicsuccess.
Summary
While there are many factors relatedto a student's
GPA, this review has focusedon those that may account for
a change in performance from one point in time toanother.
Certain behaviors, when present ingreater amount, are
related to higher grades.When those factors are present
in lesser amounts gradesare lower.
Lacking in these studies isany widely used,
comprehensive theory of performance change.More65
typically, researchers focuson often significant but
minuscule pieces of the puzzle.Effect sizes,
correlations, and sources of variancetended to be
significant but small.Performance change as a phenomenon
has not been the subject ofquantative analysis.A
framework for the analysis of academicperformance change
is needed.
A number of the variables studiedclearly originate
from the college environment.These include time spent
interacting with facultyrelated to academic, career, and
personal concerns.Peers can be a source of both
distraction and reinforcementfor effort directed towards
academic performance.The kind of social environment
present in a college livinggroup also contributes to
changes in performance.
College sponsored interventionprograms have the
potential to be powerful stimulifor changes in
performance.Underachieving and underpreparedstudents
seem to benefit from suchprograms, particularly when they
are well structured and focused,are characterized by
interpersonal warmth, and operateover a period of at
least several weeks.Unfortunately, the effectiveness of
such programs on changes inperformance may only last as
long as the interventionprogram.
Obviously, the content of such interventionprograms
and the population of studentsserved varies, yet neither
of these variablesappear to have any effect on GPA in the66
studies cited.Human potential, self-control training,
stress reduction, study skillsdevelopment, and non-
directive counseling have allbeen connected with
increased GPA.It is equally true that not all
interventions result in increasedGPA.Therefore, the
qualitative dimensions of theintervention surely playa
significant role in academicperformance change.If this
to be true, then it is also possiblethat a higher
percentage of small classesmay have similiar results.
There is evidence for this atthe elementary and secondary
levels (Glass & Smith, 1978).
Changes also occur within theindividual.The most
powerful internal change relatedto changes in academic
performance appears to be associatedwith changes in
students' academic expectancies- the beliefs that
students hold about their capabilityto accomplish the
work required.Such beliefs can be affected andare thus,
a source of influence that leads tochanges in academic
performance.
At the behavioral level, theindividual must do
certain things to experiencepositive performance change.
Participation in the classthrough discussion, attendance,
and active note-taking alsoseem to account for some
fluctuation in grades,as does a consistent approach to
study that supports qualitytask completion.Taken
together, such behaviorscan be taken as an indication of
effort on the student's part.67
When students are asked thereasons for succcess or
failure in college theycorroberate the more quantitative
research just noted.Freshmen also note a number of
differences in the collegiate,as contrasted with the high
school, experience that they perceiveto contribute to
poor performance.Included are differences in
examinations, amount of work requiredand teacher styles.
Yet, while these factorsmay be percieved as contributing
to lower performance, theyare factors that are part of
the experience of all collegestudents.
Overall, the process of academicperformance change
is a dynamic one.Students experience the environment
differentially.If significant stimuli, internalchanges,
and behaviors are muted, thestudent may experience a
decline in performance.If those environmental stimuli,
internal changes, and behaviorsare fully realized,
academic performance increasesare more likely to be
experienced.68
METHODOLOGY
Defining the Population
Two populations of gainers and declinerswere used in
this study.Both were drawn from the largerundergraduate
student population of Oregon StateUniversity (OSU).One
group had completed the first term of their senioryear.
The other had completed only theirfreshman year.
OSU is a land and sea grant institutionin the
category of "doctoral granting university"as defined by
the Carnegie Commission.As such, it provides graduate
training and research ina broad range of academic
disciplines.These activities are consistent withthe
institution's research missionand its national reputation
as a research institution.
During winter term 1989, theOffice of the Registrar
provided a list of OSU seniorswho had started as freshmen
in the fall of 1985 andhad been continuously enrolled at
OSU since that time.The list included each student's
name, ID number, current mailing address,academic major,
high school GPA, gender, andaccumulated college GPA
through the completion of students'fall 1988 term
(N=804).
Sophomore gainers and declinerswere drawn from a
random sample (N=973) of sophomoreswho had started at OSU
in the fall of 1988 and had achievedsophomore status by
the fall of 1989.Accumulated college GPA for this group69
only included the freshmanyear.The other information
requested was the same as itwas for the seniors.
Gainers and decliners for bothgroups were identified
as follows. First, high school grades andaccumulated
college GPAs were entered intoa linear regression model.
High school GPA was identifiedas the independent variable
and used to calculate a predictedcollege GPA.Then the
differences between predicted andactual college grades
(residual GPA) were calculatedas a more accurate point of
comparison between high school andcollege academic
performance.Differences between predicted collegeGPA
and actual college GPA inexcess of plus or minus 1.5 sd
from the mean differencewere then used to define
significant gains or losses inGPA from high school to
college.This procedure resulted in 74 seniorgainers, 47
senior decliners, 71 sophomoregainers and 52 decliners.
All of the studentsso defined were included in the
survey process.
Survey Instrument
In addition to the data provided by theOffice of the
Registrar, a survey instrumentwas designed composed of
selected scales from the College StudentExperiences
Questionnaire (CSEQ) as wellas other items developed for
this research.
First published in 1979 (witha second edition in
1983 and format revisions in 1986), the CSEQ isa70
standardized self-reportsurvey that provides student
demographic data, informationon the students' status in
the college or university,an index of satisfaction with
college and three sets of scalesthat provide information
on: 1) quality of student effort withrespect to those
aspects of the college environmentthat are "intended for
learning and development", 2)student perceptions of the
collegiate environment, and 3)student perceptions of
their gains on a variety ofeducational goals.
The instrument is basedon an educational model the
author refers to as "studentdevelopment and college
impress" (Pace, 1979).The model recognizes that students
come to college with many individual differencesin terms
of expectations, abilities, valuesand backgrounds.They
enter the college, a diverse environmentcomposed of
facilities, programs and relationshipsthat offers many
unique opportunities for learningand personal
development.As students interact with these facetsof
the college environment they willexperience movement
towards a variety of personal and academicoutcomes.
The CSEQ has been normedon the basis of samples from
74 institutions, involving 25,606students in four
institutional categories: doctoral grantinguniversities,
comprehensive colleges and universities,general liberal
arts colleges, and selective liberalarts colleges.The
institutional classification correspondsto the ones used
by the Carnegie Commission.Scores from doctoral granting71
universities are considered bythe author as being "very
stable."The samples from these institutionsare the most
representative in terms of geographicdistribution, male
female ratio, and class levelsincluded.Comprehensive
CSEQ reports generated for theseinstitutions over a three
year period show little variance.
The alpha reliability coefficientfor each of the
quality of effort scalesrange from .82 to .92.Construct
validity is reported primarilyin terms of scale
construction.Item intercorrelations within eachof the
scales range from the .30s tothe .60s.Using factor
analysis, one factor solutionsproduced median factor
loading's that ranged from48 on one scale to 70 or higher
on five of the scales.In the words of the author, "In
general, it is fair to concludethat the activities in the
scales go together in makinga positive contribution to
the definition and clarityof the measure" (Pace, 1987,
p.58).
Seven of the CSEQ scaleswere incorporated into the
research instrument.The four "quality of effort" scales
used were identified byPace (1987) as being most directly
related to academic achievementoutcomes.The content of
these scales are relevant to variablesin the model of
academic performance change.They include a measure of
the student's interaction with faculty,participation in
class, and the sophistication of thestudent's library and
writing skills.72
Each item in the quality of effort scales isarranged
in an order of ascending complexity.Based on this
arrangement, the last item has "greater potentialfor
influencing learning and growth"(Pace, 1987, p. 13) than
the items that come before it.Four response categories
are possible for each scale item:"never,"
"occasionally," "often," and "veryoften."The response
"never" gets 1 point, "occasionally"gets 2 points,
"often" gets 3 points, and "veryoften" gets 4 points.
The sum of these weights for eachitem in the scale forms
the total score for the scale.In a ten item scale the
maximum score would be 40 andthe minimum score would be
10.
Three other scales from the CSEQare included in the
survey instrument.They provide measures of the student's
experience of the institution's interpersonalenvironment
(e.g. the degree to which the studentexperiences other
students, faculty or administrators friendly,
approachable, or helpful).
The rest of the questions usedon the survey were
developed with the assistance of OregonState University's
Survey Research Center.Seven additional rating scales
were developed to measure the student's academic
expectancies, influence of peerson academic performance,
and their approach to study.Also asked was the
percentage of classes the student had been enrolled in
that had fewer than 35 students, the number of hours spent73
in academic or personal growthgroups, and the number of
terms required for the studentto adapt to the academic
rigors of college life.
Because average GPAs among studentsat OSU vary
according to college affiliation(OSU Fact Book, 1989) and
gender (Office of the Registrar,1988-89),the population
of gainers and declinerswas examined for similar
distributions of those characteristics.Student gender,
year in college, and academicarea of major were coded on
each student's survey and usedas control variables.A
summary of variables used in the study isoutlined below.
VARIABLE LABEL
EXPLANATION
SCALE TYPE
VALUE RANGE
MEASURED BY
CLASSIFICATION
Variable List
From Student Questionnaire
WARMTH
Warmth of interpersonal environment
Interval
3 - 21
The score on three, seven-pointCSEQ
college environment rating scales
Environmental Triggering
Mechanism(Discriminant variable)
VARIABLE LABEL
EXPLANATION
SCALE TYPE
VALUE RANGE
MEASURED BY
CLASSIFICATION
CLASS
Percentage of classes with an
enrollment of 35 students or less
Ordinal
1 - 5
The student's estimate of the
percentage of classes he/she
participated in with 35 or fewer than
35 students enrolled: less than 20%,
21 - 40%, 41 - 60%, 61 -80%,more than
80%
Environmental Triggering
Mechanism (Discriminant Variable)
VARIABLE LABEL
EXPLANATION
INTERACT
Level of interaction with facultySCALE TYPE
VALUE RANGE
MEASURED BY
CLASSIFICATION
Interval
10 - 40
The CSEQ quality of effort scale
Experiences with faculty
Environmental Triggering
Mechanism (Discriminant Variable)
VARIABLE LABEL
EXPLANATION
SCALE TYPE
VALUE RANGE
MEASURED BY
CLASSIFICATION
74
PEER
Peer influence on academic performance
Interval
1 - 7
Seven point rating scale
Evironmental Triggering
Mechanism (Discriminant Variable)
VARIABLE LABEL
EXPLANATION
SCALE TYPE
VALUE RANGE
MEASURED BY
CLASSIFICATION
GROUP
Number of hours involved in academic
or personal development groups
Interval
0 - 682
The number of group involvements
multiplied by the number of hours
spent in each involvement
Environmental Triggering
Mechanism (Discriminant Variable)
VARIABLE LABEL
EXPLANATION
SCALE TYPE
VALUE RANGE
MEASURED BY
CLASSIFICATION
EXPECT
Academic performance expectancies
Interval
2 - 14
The score on two, seven-point rating
scales
Internal psychological state
(Discriminant variable)
VARIABLE LABEL
EXPLANATION
SCALE TYPE
VALUE RANGE
MEASURED BY
CLASSIFICATION
ADJUST
Number of terms required to adjust to
the academic rigors of college life
Ordinal
0 - 6
The estimated number of terms
transpired before adjusting to the
academic rigors of college life
Internal Psychological State
(Discriminant Variable)
VARIABLE LABEL
EXPLANATION
SCALE TYPE
VALUE RANGE
MEASURED BY
SKILLS
Academic skills
Interval
10 - 40
The average score on three CSEQ scales
that measure student quality of effort
in the classroom, library usage75
skills, and writing skills
CLASSIFICATION Academic Behavior (Discriminant Variable)
VARIABLE LABEL
EXPLANATION
SCALE TYPE
VALUE RANGE
MEASURED BY
CLASSIFICATION
STUDY
Student approach to study
Interval
1 - 7
The score on three, seven-point
rating scales that measure abilityto
concentrate, as well as priority and
consistancy given of study
Academic Behavior (Discriminant
Variable)
Derived From
VARIABLE LABEL
EXPLANATION
SCALE TYPE
VALUE RANGE
MEASURED BY
CLASSIFICATION
Information Provided by the Office ofthe
Registrar
DEPEND
Dependent variable (gainer or
decliner)
Nominal
0, 1
Plus or minus 1.5sd from themean
difference between predicted and
actual college GPA
Dependent Variable
VARIABLE LABEL
EXPLANATION
SCALE TYPE
VALUE RANGE
MEASURED BY
CLASSIFICATION
CHANGE
Change between actual and predicted
college GPA - used in correlation
analysis
Interval
0 - 304
Multiplying the difference between
actual and predicted college GPA by
100 and adding a constant
Performance Change
VARIABLE LABEL
EXPLANATION
SCALE TYPE
VALUE RANGE
MEASURED BY
CLASSIFICATION
MAJOR
Academic major area
Nominal
0 - 3
Classifying the student's major into
one of four academic areas
Control (Independent) Variable
VARIABLE LABEL
EXPLANATION
SCALE TYPE
VALUE RANGE
MEASURED BY
CLASSIFICATION
GENDER
Male, Female
Nominal,
0, 1
Male=0, Female =l
Control (Independent) VariableVARIABLE LABEL
EXPLANATION
SCALE TYPE
VALUE RANGE
MEARSURED BY
CLASSIFICATION
STATUS
Year in college
Nominal
0, 1
Sophomore=0, Senior=1
Control (Independent) Variable
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Data collection
Students were mailed a letter thatexplained the need
for their participation, the uniquenessof their status as
students who had undergone significantchanges in academic
performance, and the process of completingthe survey. The
survey was enclosed with thecover letter along with a
postage paid return envelope.Surveys were coded to
determine who returned them.Seniors who received, but
did not return thesurvey within 10 days were telephoned,
asking for their cooperation.An additional survey was
provided if needed.Sophomores who did not return their
survey within 10 days were contacted againwith a post
card requesting their cooperation.
Analysis Procedures
The analysis procedures for thisresearch problem
follow three distinct steps.First, descriptive
statistics were calculatedfor each of the variables
already described.Secondly, an intercorrelation matrix
was produced on the discriminant variables inthe model.
This procedure had twopurposes in this research - to
check for multicollinearity betweenthe independent`Descriptive Statistics,
Review Scores
on discriminant variable
Review gender,
College affiliation,
and G.P.A. Distribution
Data
Similar
w/population
I YES
Correlation Statistics
Examine Correlation
Hypothesis
NO
Examine data for
muiticollinearity
Problems
1NO
Discriminant Analysis
YES
Reject
Retain
Include findings
in report
Include findings
in report
Account for
differences in report
Includeonly
of 2 highly
correlated variables
Examine the usefulness of the discriminant
function in Differentiating between groups:
Wilks' A
Eigenvalues
Canonical correlations
Examine influence of each variable on
performance change:
Discriminant function coefficients
Pooled within Group correlations
Figure 2
Analysis Procedures
Include findings
in report
Include findings
in report
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variables and to test the correlationhypotheses.Highly
correlated independent variableswere to be dropped from
the discriminant analysis.Third, a discrimanant analyis
was conducted to determine the usefulness of the
discriminant variables in differentiatingbetween gainers
and decliners.
The Pearson's Product Moment statisticwas chosen to
examine the relationships betweenvariables in the model.
The two-tailed test of significancewas used to determine
the significance of the correlationcoefficients.
A multivariate form of statistical analysiswas
chosen to examine the contributionof the discriminant
variables in the model to the conditionof academic gain
or decline from high school to college.Multivariate
statistical techniques have beenadvanced by Cohen and
Cohen (1983) as being useful in addressingmany of
problems posed by the social sciences.The primary reason
given is that much of the phenomenastudied are the
composite results of many interactingfactors.
Multivariate procedures providean efficient method for
investigating such complexity.
Certainly, investigating academic performancechange
as a function of the the person's interaction with the
environment brings the researcher into thearena of
complexity.In recognition of such complexity,
researchers interested in college student academic
achievement have turned to multivariate techniquesto79
address their researchproblems.For example, most of the
research efforts of Pascarellaand his associates cited in
this research, have typicallyrelied on multivariate
analysis.
Two-way discriminant function analysiswas chosen as
the statistical tool touse with this study.It may be
thought of as a form of multipleregression; the advantage
being that the dependentvariable (group classification)
may be categorical in nature(Sanathanan, 1975; Kerlinger
& Pedhazur, 1973; Hedderson,1987).Discriminant
variables may be ofany scale type, though nominal data
must be "dummy coded"(Cohen & Cohen, 1983).
Two-way discriminant functionanalysis has two basic
purposes (Kerlinger & Pedhazur, 1973).One is for
classification and diagnoses.The other is to support the
study of relationshipsamong variables between different
groups.Stevens (1986) refers to thislatter purpose as
"descriptive discriminantanalysis."It is the search for
relationships that forms theprimary thrust of this
study.The classificationpurpose will serve to validate
the variables that will comprisethe discriminant
function.
Klecka (1980) specifiesseven criteria that should be
met when performinga discriminant analysis.These
criteria will be identifiedalong with how each is met.
First, there must be at leasttwo mutually exclusive
groups with each case in the study beingclassified in no80
more than one of the groups.In this research, the group
of academic performance changersare classified as gainers
or decliners based on differences between actualand
predicted college GPA.
Second, each group must have at leasttwo cases
each.Both the sophomore and seniorstudy group had more
than enough cases to adequatelymeet this assumption- 87
and 97 respectively.However, due to missing valuesamong
the respondents, only 79 seniorsand 87 sophomores were
included in the discriminantanalysis.
Third, the number of discriminatingvariables is
limited to the total numberof cases minus two (n -2).
This study begins with ninepotential discriminating
variables.
Fourth, discriminating variablesshould be interval
measures.However, both Hedderson (1987) and Cohen&
Cohen (1983) indicate that non-intervalmeasures may be
used if they are "dummy coded"(given a numeric value such
as 0,1,2).Of the nine discriminating variables,seven
are interval, and two are of ordinalscale type.
Fifth, no variablecan be a linear combination of
other discriminating variables.For example, the variable
INTERACT could not be combination ofboth GROUP and CLASS
and included in the analysisalong with the separate
variables, GROUP and CLASS.The point here is that each
discriminating variable must be distinct, lacking
redundance.Variables defined by some linear combination81
of variables add no new information.Further,
discriminant analysis will not work whendiscriminating
variables are linearly dependent.
Sixth, the variance-covariance matriceson the
discriminating variables for eachgroup (gainers and
decliners) should be equal.Conceptually, this can be
thought of as homogeneous variance for both gainersand
decliners on the discriminating variables.Even though
the expectation is thatscores will be different for each
group, the variability in the scores should be similar for
both groups.There do not appear to be any factors which
would suggest gross differences inthe variances between
the two groups.
Finally, each group should be drawnfrom a population
with a multivariate normal distributionof scores on the
discriminating variables.When the discriminating
variables are jointly distributedas multivariate normal,
discriminant analysis predictsbetter and allows for a
more accurate computation of tests of significance.When
variables are multivariate normal,the individual
distributions will also be normal.While the converse is
not necessarily true, if the individualdistributions are
normal, no compelling reason existsto assume the absence
of multivariate normality.
These latter two assumptionsare of particular
concern when discriminant analysis is used for
classification (Stevens, 1986).Since classification is82
not the purpose of thisresearch, less consideration needs
to be given in assuringthat these assumptionsare met.
Hedderson (1987) adds one otherconsideration when
performing a discriminant analysis- reducing
multicollinearity.This conditionoccurs when two or more
variables are highly correlated.The idea of "highly
correlated" variables is subjectto interpretation but
Hedderson (1987) suggests eliminatingone of two variables
that are correlated at.70 or higher.When two or more
variables are highly correlatedthe precise contribution
of those two variables tothe discriminating function is
ambiguous.The correlation matrix ofthe discriminating
variables will providethe information needed to determine
if multicollinearity exists.
Morrison (1980) identifiesFisher's discriminant
function model thatserves as the basis for this study:
where:
Zi = bo+ b1 XII + b2 Xi2 + ...bp Xip
Z.= the ith individual's discriminant
score;
bo= the fixed constant;
bl= the discriminant coefficient for the
ith individual;
Xip= the ith individual's value of pth
independentvariable:
p= the number of independent
(discriminating) variables.
While the application of theabove mathematical model
produces several types of results,this particular study83
is concerned withresults that address two relatedissues.
First, the discriminantfunction needs to be examinedwith
respect to its usefulness indifferentiating between
gainers and decliners.Second, the influence ofeach
independent variableon academic performance changeneeds
to be examined.The statistical output thataddresses
each issue is described inthe paragraphs that follow.
The following statisticaloutput examines the
relative usefulness ofthe discriminant function in
differentiating between gainersand decliners.
The canonical correlationcoefficient describes
the relationship of thediscriminating variables withthe
groups variable.Values for this coefficientrange from
0.0 to 1.0.The higher the value thegreater the
discriminant functiondifferentiates betweengroups.
The eigenvalue and the Wilks'Lamda assist the
researcher in evaluating theimportance of the
discriminant function.The eigenvaluecompares between
groups variance with withingroups variance by dividing
the two values.The resulting values, ifover .40, are
considered to be good evidenceof the worth of the
discriminant analysis.
Wilks' Lamda is calculatedby dividing the within-
groups sum of squares by totalsum of squares.Again,
this ratio has arange of 0.0 to 1.0.However, the lower
the value, the better predictorvariables are able to
differentiate betweengroups.84
A final calculation accomplishedin connection with a
discriminant analysis isa table comparing actual group
membership with predictedgroup membership.Such
information can serve to validatethe discriminant
function, as well as providea practical indicator of its
usefulness.
Two measures are calculatedto examine the
contribution of each discriminatingvariable to the
discriminant function: the standardizeddiscriminant
function coefficients, andthe pooled within-group
correlation with function.
The standardized discriminantfunction coefficients
(sometimes referred toas standardized discriminant
weights and analogous tobeta weights in regression
analysis) address the firstissue.They equalize the
measurement scales, removingthe effects of the differing
means and standard deviationsamong the independent
variables.These standardized coefficientshave a mean of
0 and a sd of 1.The higher the coefficient thegreater
the effect of the variableon the discriminant function.
The pooled within-group correlationwith function
provides a more dependablemeasure of each variable's
contribution (Stevens, 1986; Hair,Anderson, Tatham, and
Grablowsky, 1979), and should beuse with smaller study
groups.It is this measure that will bemost relied upon
in interpreting the resultsof this research.
The pooled within-group correlationwith function85
(sometimes referred toas discriminant loadings or
structure correlations)measure the linear correlation
between each independent variable andthe discriminant
function.These correlations reflect the variancethe
discriminating variables share withthe discriminant
function.
The final method used to interpretthe contribution
of an individual discriminant variableis to repeat the
discriminant analysis, droppinga different variable from
the analysis each time.After a variable has been
dropped, those measures that provideinformation as to the
strength of the discriminant functionare examined to
determine if they have changed.
The foregoing discussionon the output of a
discriminant analysiswas drawn primarily from Hedderson
(1987) and Williams (1979).
Summary of Statistical Analysis Procedures
Four different statistical procedureswill be
performed in connection with thisresearch: 1) linear
regression, to predict collegegrades from high school
grades, resulting in the identificationof gainers and
decliners, 2) descriptive statistics,3) the development
of an intercorrelation matrix ofindependent variables to
determine multicollinearity and relationshipsbetween
categories of variables, and 4)a two - way discriminant
analysis that produces standard discriminantfunction86
coefficients, canonical correlationcoefficients,
eigenvalues, Wilks' Lamda,and the percent of correctly
classified cases.87
RESULTS
Introduction
This study is concerned withidentifying some of the
contributing factors to significantchange in academic
performance among sophomore and seniorgainers and
decliners attending Oregon StateUniversity.In carrying
out the study, a model of academicperformance change from
high school to collegewas developed and used in analyzing
similarities and differencesbetween the two groups.
Essentially, this study isboth exploratory and comparative
in nature.Data from both sophomores andseniors is
presented together, where possible,to facilitate the
comparative process.The results will be introducedand
discussed in the followingtopical order:
Descriptive Statistics
Correlation Results
Discriminant Analysis
Descriptive Statistics
Gainers and declinerswere derived from the current
sophomore and senior classes.Gainers and decliners from
both classes began as freshmenand completed the required
number of credits annually tomake the normal progress to
the next academic class.Transfers, returning students,
or students not accumulating enough creditsto progress to
the next academic classwere not included in the cohorts88
from which the gainers and declinerswere identified.By
controlling the cohorts in thismanner there was no
likelihood of performance change beingaffected by
differences in institutionsor maturational changes among
students who "stopped out" and returnedat a later time.
There were twice as many sophomoresmeeting the
cohort requirement as seniors.Therefore, the manner in
which gainers and declinerswere derived from the
sophomore cohort was somewhat differentthan the process
for senior gainers and decliners(Table 1).
A random sample of 973 sophomoresmeeting the cohort
requirements yielded 123 gainersand decliners.
Questionnaires were mailed toall 123, and 97 were
returned.
A random sample of the seniorcohort was not
necessary as only 862 seniors met thecohort requirement,
yielding 123 gainers anddecliners.Eighty-seven of the
senior performance changersreturned questionnaires.
The breakdown of gainers anddecliners in each class
is noted in Table 2.Return rates for all categories
ranged form 85% (sophomore decliners)to 69% (senior
decliners).
Even though grades from high school tocollege tend
to move downward, gainers out numbereddecliners (in both
classes) in this study.Certainly one contributing factor
to this apparent contradictionwas the inclusion of
students identified as gainers whoseactual GPA from highTABLE 1
Research Group Formation
Group
Class
Soph Senior
89
No. of students meeting
cohort requirements approx. 1600 862
No. of students in sample 973 N/A
No. of students with
usable data 950 804
No. of performance
changers 123 123
No. of students return-
ing questionnaires 97 8790
TABLE 2
Return Rates Among Gainers and Decliners
Class
Group Soph Senior
Performance changers receivingquestionnaires
Gainers 71 74
Decliners 52 49
Performance changers returningquestionnaires
Gainers 53 53
Decliners 44 34
Percentage return
Gainers 75% 72%
Decliners 85% 69%
Overall return rate 79% 71%91
school to college had declined.This occurred among
seniors whose high school GPAwas above a 3.75 GPA and
college GPA was in the mid to upper three-pointrange.
For example, the predicted college GPA for seniors witha
high school GPA of 4.00, was 3.29.Any senior who had a
4.00 high school GPA and received at leasta 3.81 GPA in
college (1.5 sd above the mean difference betweenactual
and predicted college GPA) would be classifiedas a
gainer.
Three issues were identified as potentially
influencing the outcome of the researchbeyond the
variables identified in the explanatorymodel.Since
the average GPAs are higher forwomen than men at OSU
(Office of the Registrar, 1988-89),one concern was the
gender distribution between gainers anddecliners in both
classes.Under these circumstances, conceivablywomen
could be over-represented among gainers.However, among
gainers and decliners who received thequestionnaire and
those who returned it, males had thegreater
representation.This was true of both sophomores and
seniors (Table 3).Apparently, the contribution that
being female has on academic achievementat OSU is not the
same that being female has on change in academic
performance from high school to college.
A second concern was the distribution of gainers and
decliners among the various colleges of the university.
Average GPA's vary a good deal between the colleges, with92
TABLE 3
Distribution of Gainers and Decliners by Gender
CLASS
Soph Senior
STATUS
Gender Gainer Decliner Gainer Decliner
Students who received questionnaires
Male 47 26 40 25
Female 24 26 34 24
N=123 N=123
Students who returned questionnaires
Male 36 23 27 19
Female 17 21 24 15
Gender
Missing - - 2 -
N=97 N=8793
the College of Education havinga 3.69 GPA and the College
of Science having a 2.58 GPA.If gainers tended to be in
high GPA colleges and decliners inlow GPA colleges then
academic performance change could wellbe conceived as
being a function of college affiliationat OSU.Again,
the opposite is true.Gainers are over represented inthe
colleges with lower GPAs, with the exceptionof seniors in
the College of Education.The fact that no sophomore
gainers and declinersare listed under the College of
Education is a function of the applicationrequirements
for teacher certification.At the time of collecting the
data, sophomores would not have completedenough course
work to make application for teachercertification.
Tables 4 and 5 provide the breakdownof gainers and
decliners by school.It is also important to note that
the proportion of gainers and declinersis similar for
students both receiving the questionnaireand students
returning it.
The third issue is concerned with the distributionof
high school and college GPAs.It would seem logical that
gainers would have lower high schoolGPAs than decliners,
and vice versa.To some extent this pattern is correct.
However, the data summarized in Table 6 showa high degree
of similarity in high school performance -certainlyenough
similarity to preclude assuming gainers anddecliners had
a significantly different level of high school
achievement.What is different is the variability in high94
TABLE 4
Distribution of Sophomore Academic Performance
Changers by School Affiliation
GROUP
Received Returned
Questionnaires Questionnaires
STATUS
School Gainer Decliner Gainer Decliner
Education
(3.69 GPA)
- - - -
Health & PE - 3 - 3
(3.43 GPA)
Vet. Med. - - - -
(3.27 GPA)
Forestry 1 1 1 1
(3.26 GPA)
Ag. Science 1 3 1 2
(3.17 GPA)
Oceanography - - - -
(3.07 GPA)
Engineering 19 10 15 9
(3.03 GPA)
Home Ec. 2 3 2 2
(2.94 GPA)
Lib. Arts 15 6 10 6
(2.79)
Pharmacy 1 5 - 4
(2.66 GPA)
Business 15 8 11 5
(2.65 GPA)
Science 13 6 10 6
2.58 GPA)
Undecided 2 7 1 6
N=123 N=97
GPA Information from OSU Fact Book (1989).95
TABLE 5
Distribution of Senior AcademicPerformance Changers by
School Affiliation
GROUP
Questionnaires Questionnaires
Received Returned
STATUS
School Gainer Decliner Gainer Decliner
Education 9 1 8 1
(3.69 GPA)
Health & PE 1 4 - 4
(3.43 GPA)
Vet. Med. - - - -
(3.27 GPA)
Forestry 1 1 1 1
(3.26 GPA)
Ag. Science 4 3 2 3
(3.17 GPA)
Oceanography - - - -
(3.07 GPA)
Engineering 13 2 11 1
(3.03 GPA)
Home Ec. 4 2 2 2
(2.94 GPA)
Liberal Arts 14 10 8 8
(2.79 GPA)
Pharmacy - 7 - 4
(2.66 GPA)
Business 14 9 12 6
(2.65 GPA)
Science 14 10 7 4
(2.58 GPA)
N=123 N=87
GPA information from OSU Fact Book (1989)96
TABLE 6
Comparative GPA Summary
Descriptive Statistics
N Mean
HSGPA*
SDMean
CGPA**
SD
Sophomores 9503.45 .413.03 .50
Gainers 71 3.33 .543.73 .26
Decliners 52 3.55 .302.20 .26
Gainers returning
Questionnaires 53 3.35 .523.73 .28
Decliners returning
Questionnaires 44 3.54 .302.20 .27
Seniors 8043.37 .452.96 .43
Gainers 74 3.34 .553.64 .29
Decliners 49 3.48 .272.38 .17
Gainers returning
Questionnaires 53 3.44 .543.65 .29
Decliners returning
Questionnaires 34 3.48 .282.36 .17
*High School GPA (HSGPA)
** College GPA (CGPA)97
school achievement among gainers and decliners.Gainers
have a flatter distribution of high school gradesthan
decliners, suggesting a more diverserange of high school
performance.
There appears to be very little differencebetween the
students receiving questionnaires and thosereturning
them with respect to gender, school affiliationand high
school achievement.Such a condition makes the actual
study group representative of the populationof gainers
and decliners at OSU along the above mentioneddimensions.
The last descriptive statistics to be discussedare
those of the discriminant variables inthe model of
academic performance change.Recall that the model had
three major components with specific variablesunder each
component:
Environmental Triggering Mechanisms (ETM)
INTERACTLevel of interaction with faculty
WARMTH Perceived warmth of the interpersonal
environment
PEER Peer influence on academic achievement
CLASS Percentage of classes with an
enrollment of 35 or less
GROUP No. of hours spent in academic or
personal development groups
Internal Psychological States (IPS)
EXPECT Academic performance expectancies
ADJUST Number of terms required to adjust to
the academic rigors of college life
Academic Skills (AS)
SKILLS Academic skills (research, writing,
class involvement)
STUDY Approach to study (consistency and
priority of study)
In the discussion that follows, significant
differences (T-Test, p=.05 or greater;see Appendix I)98
between sophomores and seniors will be noted where
applicable.Environmental Triggering Mechanisms (Table 7)
will be summarized first.Senior gainers and decliners
had significantly higher levels of interactionwith
faculty (INTERACT) than their sophomore counterparts.No
significant differences between cohorts existedon the
variable WARMTH, though senior gainerswere significantly
more positive in their perception of the university's
interpersonal climate than senior decliners.Peer
influences on academic performance(PEER) were similar for
gainers and decliners in both cohorts.Gainers tended to
have more small classes (CLASS) than declinersin both
cohorts with seniors having significantlyfewer large
classes than sophomores.Sophomore gainers spent the
highest average number of hours inpersonal/academic
development (GROUP) situations- nearly three times as
many as sophomore decliners.The greater number of hours
spent in academic and personal growthgroups reported by
Senior decliners (than senior gainers), didnot reach
significance.
Descriptive statistics on those variables identified
as Internal Psychological States (Table 8) show gainers in
both cohorts reporting higher expectancies for academic
success (EXPECT) than decliners.Sophomore decliners
scored significantly higher than senior decliners with
respect to academic expectancies.The number of terms
required to adjust to the academic rigors of college99
TABLE 7
Environmental Triggering Mechanisms
Descriptive Statistics
CLASS
Soph Senior
Environmental
Triggering Mechanisms
STATUS
Gainer DeclinerGainer Decliner
INTERACT M 18.11M 16.44M 20.47M 19.71
WARMTH M 14.12M 13.16M 14.65M 12.00
PEER M5.02M 4.46 M 5.06 M4.20
CLASS
1 < 20% 54.7% 70.5% 28.3% 50.0%
2 21 - 40% 26.4% 20.5% 37.7% 35.3%
3 41 - 60% 17.0% 6.8% 15.1% 11.8%
4 61 - 80% - 2.3% - -
5 > 80% 1.9% - 3.8% 2.9%
GROUP M 76.73M 24.88M 29.45M 36.61100
TABLE 8
Internal Psychological States
Descriptive Statistics
CLASS
Soph Senior
STATUS
Internal Gainer DeclinerGainer Decliner
Psychological States
EXPECT M 11.17M8.34M 10.77M7.09
ADJUST
0 Immediate 73.6% 9.1% 47.2% 2.9%
1 1 or 2 terms 22.6% 38.6% 34.0% 14.7%
2 3 or 4 terms 1.9% 36.4% 7.5% 23.5%
3 5 or 6 terms 7.5% 26.5%
4 7 or 8 terms 1.9% 11.8%
5 9 or more terms 111010
6 Nonadjustment 1.9% 13.6% 17.6%101
TABLE 9
Academic Skills
Descriptive Statistics
CLASS
Soph Senior
Academic Gainer DeclinerGainer Decliner
Skills
SKILLS M 25.36M 24.02M 26.00M 27.65
STUDY M 16.83M 12.93M 16.53M 12.06102
(ADJUST) was markedly different for gainers and decliners
in both cohorts.Nearly 74% of the sophomore and 47% of
the senior gainers indicated their adjustment tocollege
was immediate.Decliners in both cohorts weremore
inclined to view their adjustmentas ongoing or to
indicate that their academic adjustmentnever occurred.
The descriptive information on the Academic Skills
component of the model is summarized in Table 9.
Senior decliners reported the highest level of academic
academic skill (SKILLS) used, significantly higherthan
sophomore decliners and senior gainers.Scores between
cohorts were nonsignificant for gainers and declinerson
the variable STUDY.
Correlation Analysis
Before conducting a discriminant analysis,
discriminant variables need to be examinedfor
multicollinearity.Pearson product moment correlation
coefficients were calculated to developan
intercorrelation matrix among the discriminating
variables.The two-tailed test of significancewas
applied due to the exploratory nature ofthe research.
With Hedderson's (1987) recommendationas a criteria
(r=.70 or higher), none of the discriminant variableswere
found to be correlated enough in either cohort to be
dropped from the discriminant analysis (Tables 10 and 11).
Correlation hypotheses were developed to investigateTABLE 10
Intercorrelation Matrix - Sophomore Cohort
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Variables
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 .34*.21*.29*.24*.20*-.11.46*.23*.20
2 .34* - .29*.07.16.18 -.19.13.23*.17
3 .21* .29*- .06.18.24*-.21*.33*.31*.17
4 .29* .07.06- .05.04 -.06-.05.07.15
5 .24* .16.18.05- .33*-.09.05.14.27*
6 .20* .18.24*.04.33*--.33*.28*.55*.53*
7-.11 -.19 -.21*-.069.09 -.33* - .02-.38*-.49*
8 .46* .13.33*-.05.05.28*-.02- .32*.02
9 .23* .23*.31*.07.14.55*-.38*.32*- .50*
10 .20.17.17.15.27*.53*-.49*.02.50*-
*p=.05 or smaller
ETM
1- INTERACTInteraction with faculty
2- WARMTH Warmth of interpersonal environment
3- PEER Peer influence on academic performance
4- CLASS Class size
5- GROUP Hours involved in personal/academic
IPS
6 - EXPECT
7 - ADJUST
AB
8 - SKILLS
9 - STUDY
PERFORMANCE
10- CHANGE
development groups
Academic expectancies
Terms required to adjust academically
Level of academic skills
Priority/consistency given to study
CHANGE
Difference between predicted and actual
college GPATABLE 11
Intercorrelation Matrix- Senior Cohort
Variables
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 .20.24*.05.20.11 -.09.49*.08.12
2 .20- .36*.11-.13.22*-.30*-.01.22*.43*
.24*.36*- .03-.10.23*-.33*.28*.42*.30*
4 .05.11.03- .03.16 -.04-.03.01.19
5 .20-.13-.10.03- .01.15.07-.03-.09
6 .11.22*.23*.16.01- -.50*.02.48*.68*
7 -.09-.30*-.33*-.04.15-.50* - .19-.55*-.65*
8 .49*-.01.28*-.03.07.02.19- .05-.16
9 .08.22*.42*.01-.03.48*-.55*.05 .57*
10 .12.43*.30*.19-.09.68*-.65*-.16.57*-
*p=.05 or smaller
ETM
1- INTERACTInteraction with faculty
2- WARMTH Warmth of interpersonal environment
3- PEER Peer influence on academic performance
4- CLASS Class size
5- GROUP Hours involved in personal/academic
IPS
6 - EXPECT
7 - ADJUST
AB
8 - SKILLS
9 - STUDY
PERFORMANCE
10- CHANGE
development groups
Academic expectancies
Terms required to adjust academically
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Level of academic skills
Priority/consistency given to study
CHANGE
Difference between predicted and actual
college GPA105
the relationships between the major componentsof the
explanatory model.Each hypothesis is presented with the
relevant findings.Discussion follows each hypothesis.
Tables 10 and 11 provide the supportingdocumentation for
the correlation results.Following Guilford's (1965)
observation that any significant correlationdemonstrates
a psychological principle regardless of the size ofthe
coefficient, all correlations reachingat least a .05
level of significance are summarized.
Research Question 1
What relationship, if any, existsamong the
discriminating variables categorizedas Environmental
Triggering Mechanisms, Internal Psychologicalstates, and
academic Behaviors?
Hypothesis a)
There are no significant correlationsbetween the
variables identified as EnvironmentalTriggering
Mechanisms and Internal PsychologicalStates among
sophomore gainers and decliners.
This hypothesis is rejected.The following ETM/IPS
variables do have low but significant correlation
coefficients for sophomores:
INTERACT/EXPECT r=.20
PEER/EXPECT r=.24
GROUP/EXPECT r=.33
PEER/ADJUST r=-.21
To some extent, as students interact with faculty,106
their performance expectations increase.When peer
influence is more positive, performance expectationsare
higher.More hours spent in personal and academic
development groups are related to higher performance
expectations.When peer influences are positive, the
length of time required to adjust to the academic rigors
of college life was reduced.
Hypothesis b)
There are no significant correlations between the
variables identified as Environmental Triggering
Mechanisms and Internal PsychologicalStates among
senior gainers and decliners.
This hypothesis is rejected.The following ETM/IPS
variables have low but significant correlationcoefficients
for seniors:
WARMTH/EXPECT r=.22
PEER/EXPECT r=.23
WARMTH/ADJUST r=-.30
PEER/ADJUST r=-.33
When the interpersonal environment of the university
is experienced as warm andpeer influences are positive,
academic expectancies are higher and academicadjustment
time decreases.
Unlike the sophomore cohort, seniors' academic
expectancies and rate of academic adjustmentare also
related to their experience of the university's
interpersonal environment.Perhaps longevity at the107
university is an issue here.The ability of students to
experience the universilty interpersonal environmentas
warm may be a function of the length of time spent at the
campus.
The PEER/EXPECT and PEER/ADJUST relationships exist
for sophomores as well as seniors.The fact that the
GROUP/EXPECT relationship did not occur for seniorsmay be
explained by their movement towards autonomy- part of the
maturational process.Perhaps as students become more
autonomous, they are less likly to be involved in academic
and personal development groups.
Hypothesis c)
There are no significant correlations between the
variables identified as Internal Psychological States
and Academic Behaviors among sophomore gainers and
decliners.
This hypothesis is rejected.The following IPS/AB
variables show moderately strong correlationcoefficients
for sophomores:
EXPECT/SKILLS r=.28
EXPECT/STUDY r=.55
ADJUST/STUDY r=-.38
These relationships are reinforced by the basic logic
of the model of academic performance change.Sophomores
who have higher academic expectancies would tend to place
a higher priority on academic skills.The reverse makes
sense too.Certainly high academic expectancies are108
complementary to studying consistently and making studya
priority.Failure to be consistent in study and make
study a priority would prolong the academic adjustment
time.
Hypothesis d)
There are no significant correlations between the
variables identified as Internal PsychologicalStates
and Academic Behaviors among senior gainers and
decliners.
This hypothesis is rejected.The following IPS/AB
variables show moderately strong correlationcoefficients
for seniors:
EXPECT/STUDY r=.48
ADJUST/STUDY r = -.55
With the exception of the EXPECT/SKILLS relationship,
the correlations indicated aboveare the same as those
identified for sophomores.The strength of the
correlation coefficients are similaras well.
Hypothesis e)
There are no significant correlations between the
variables identified as Academic Behaviors and change
between predicted and actual college GPA among
sophomore gainers and decliners.
This hypothesis is rejected.The Academic Behavior
variable STUDY has a significant correlation coefficient
of r=.50 with change between predicted and actual college
GPA.When study is done consistently and given higher109
priority, GPA increases.
Hypothesis f)
There are no significant correlations between the
variables identified as Academic Behaviors andchange
between predicted and actual college GPAamong senior
gainers and decliners.
This hypothesis is rejected.The Academic Behavior
variable STUDY has a significant correlation coefficient
of r=.57 with change between predicted and actualcollege
GPA.Again, when study is done consistently and given
higher priority, GPA increases.
Both hypotheses "e" and "f" were tested by applying
the Pearson Product Moment correlationstatistic.Doing
so involved removing the dummy codes of 0 and 1as the
designations for decliner and gainerand substituting the
actual numeric differences betweenactual and predicted
college GPA for each case, along witha constant to
convert all numbers to positive values.
Not every ETM/IPS, IPS/AB, or AB/performancechange
combination of variables possible hadsignificant
correlations.Some significant correlations occurred
between variables among components ofthe model not
covered by the hypotheses in this study.The fact that
such relationships existmay reflect the rather arbitrary
manner in which the nine discriminating variables were
grouped.Such relationships also may suggest that the
model of academic performance change is not linear innature.
Discriminant Analysis
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Discriminant analysis can be used to describethe
relationships variables have to the phenomenaunder study,
for classification purposes,or both.The focus of this
research is concerned with examining the relationships
among the various discriminating variables identified in
the explanatory model to the phenomena of academic
performance change in both sophomores and seniors atOSU.
Such an analysis is primarily concerned with: 1) the
strength of the discriminant function in differentiating
between gainers and decliners, and 2) the contributionof
each discriminating variable to the discriminantfunction.
Both will be presented and discussed inresponse to each
of the discriminant analysis researchquestions.
The eigenvalue, the canonical correlation,the Wilks'
Lamda, and the percentage of correctly classifiedclasses
were calculated to determine the strength of the
discriminant function..The relative contribution of each
of the discriminating variables to the discriminant
function is determined throughan examination of the
discriminant function coefficients, and/orthe pooled
within group correlations with the discriminantfunction.
The contribution of the individual discriminantvariables
can be further examined by pulling each variable, one ata
time, from the analysis and observing the changes inthose111
measures that provide information on the usefulness of the
discriminant function.
The direct, rather than the stepwise method of
entering the discriminating variables, was chosen in
performing the discriminant analysis.In the direct
method, all discriminating variables are entered into the
analysis simultaneously.The discriminant function, then,
is composed of all the variables regardless of their
individual discriminating power.Such a method is
appropriate when testing a theoretical model (Hair,
Anderson, Tatham, & Grablowsky, 1979).Tables 12 and 13
provide the necessary information to respond to Research
Question 2.
Research Question 2
Does a useful discriminant function exist for the
group of sophomore gainers and decliners?
A useful discriminant function does exist for
sophomore gainers and decliners.The lower the Wilks'
Lamda, the greater the discriminating power of the model.
A lamda of .503 indicates the differences between gainers
and decliners account for nearly 50% of the variance in
the discriminating variables.The statistical
significance level of the Wilks' Lamda is .000.
The eigenvalue for sophomores is .988.While
eigenvalues have no upper limit in discriminant analysis,
Hedderson (1987) points out that an eigenvalue of .40 or
better is considered excellent.112
TABLE 12
Discriminant Analysis- Sophomore Cohort
Eigen-
value
Canonical
Correlation
Wilks
Lamda
% of correctly
classified
cases
All
Discriminant
Variables .988 .705 .503* 86.26
INTERACT
missing
.982 .704 .504* 86.36
WARMTH
missing
.985 .704 .504* 85.39
PEER
missing
.988 .705 .503* 85.39
GROUP
missing
.983 .704 .504* 86.67
EXPECT
missing
.776 .661 .563* 82.76
ADJUST
missing
.740 .652 .574* 81.82
SKILLS
missing
.925 .693 .519* 82.76
STUDY
missing
.832 .674 .546* 84.09
CLASS .927 .694 .519* 87.36
* p=.000TABLE 13
Contribution of Discriminant Variables to Discriminant
Function - Sophomore Cohort
Variable Discriminant
Function
Coefficients
Pooled Within-Group
Correlations with
Functions
INTERACT .104 .179
WARMTH -.062 .171
PEER .022 .178
CLASS .268 .177
GROUP .077 .219
EXPECT .530 .648
ADJUST -.514 -.593
SKILLS -.328 .026
STUDY .462 .613
113114
Measured on a scale from 0 to 1.0, the canonical
correlation squared is the ratio of the between-groups
variance in scores on the function to the total variance
in scores.The score for sophomores is .705.
The discriminant function is able to correctly
classify 86.21% of the sophomore study group.The chance
classification percentage, given the unequal size of the
gainer/decliner groups, is 51% (squaring the proportion of
each group and summing the squares), an obvious
improvement on chance.
Given the fact that the discriminant function for
sophomores differentiates between gainers and decliners
quite well, it is appropriate to examine the contribution
of each discriminating variable to the discriminant
function.The purpose here is to determine which of the
variables are most critical in differentiating between the
groups.
Clearly the variables EXPECT, STUDY, and ADJUST
contribute most to the discriminant function (Table 13).
Both the coefficients and the pooled within-groups
correlations support this conclusion simply by those
values being higher than the other variables.These same
variables, when removed from the analysis, also result in
the greatest changes in those measures that describe the
legitimacy of the discriminant function when all variables
are included (Table 12).
The variables SKILLS and GROUP are more difficult to115
evaluate.If the discriminating variables were to be rank
ordered on the basis of the correlations, the variable
SKILLS would be ninth on the correlation list (.026).Yet
the effect this variable has on measures of the
discriminant function's usefulness (TABLE 12), does
account for a moderate degree of change.On the other
hand, the variable GROUP has a pooled within-group
correlation of (.219), yet its accounts for virtuallyno
variation in the discriminant function when it is removed
from the analysis.
To better determine the relative contribution of
these two variables, separate analyses were undertaken.
GROUP and SKILLS were entered separately with EXPECT,
STUDY, and ADJUST, and compared with the usefulness of
those variables with lower pooled within-groups
correlations.
As can be seen from Table 14, the variable SKILLS
(when grouped with EXPECT, STUDY, and ADJUST) results in a
stronger eigenvalue and canonical correlation, more
correctly classified cases, and a lower Wilks' Lamda,
than the GROUP variable.These four variables appear to
provide the more parsimonious explanation of
differentiation between sophomore gainers and decliners.
Using Hedderson's (1987) recommendation as
a criteria (pooled within-group correlations with a value
of less than .20 have only a weak association with the
discriminant function), none of the other variables in the116
TABLE 14
Relative value of GROUP and SKILLS with Sophomores
DiscriminantEigenCanonical Wilks'% of correctly
Function withvalueCorrelation Lamdaclassified
EXPECT cases
STUDY
ADJUST
GROUP .833 .674 .545 82.61
Discriminant
Function with
EXPECT
STUDY
ADJUST
SKILLS .885 .686 .529 86.32117
function make a singularlyprofound contribution tothe
discriminant function,including the Environmental
Triggering Mechanisms.
Research question 3
Does a useful discriminantfunction exist for the
group of senior gainers and decliners?
The means of analysis usedto answer this question
are the same as used in question1.Tables 15 and 16
provide the neededinformation.
A useful discriminant functiondoes exist for
seniors.A Wilks' Lamda of .345 indicatesthe differences
between senior gainersand decliners account fornearly
66% of the variance inthe discriminating variables.Both
the eigenvalue and canonicalcorrelation strongly support
the ability of thediscriminating variablesto
differentiate between gainersand decliners.The
discriminant functioncorrectly classifies 91.14%of
cases.Given the unequal sizeof the gainer and decliner
groups only 50% of thecases would have been correctly
classified by chance.
The individual contributionthat each of the
discriminating variablesmake to the discriminantfunction
varies.The pooled within-groupcorrelations suggest the
variables WARMTH andCLASS (ETM), EXPECT AND ADJUST(IPS),
and STUDY (AB) makea contribution to differentiating
between the groups.However, WARMTH appears to makeless
of an impact as faras the of the number ofcases118
TABLE 15
Discriminant Analysis- Senior Cohort
Eigen-
value
Canonical
Correlation
Wilks'
Lamda
% of correctly
classified
cases
All
Discriminant
Variables 1.899 .809 .345* 91.14
INTERACT
missing
1.862 .807 .349* 91.14
WARMTH
missing
1.812 .803 .356* 91.36
PEER
missing
1.897 .809 .345* 88.89
GROUP
missing
1.899 .809 .345* 91.95
EXPECT
missing
1.193 .738 .456* 87.34
ADJUST
missing
1.675 .791 .374* 88.89
SKILLS
missing
1.592 .784 .386* 87.94
STUDY
missing
1.685 .792 .372* 88.61
CLASS
missing
1.711 .794 .368* 92.50
*p=.000119
TABLE 16
Contribution of Discriminant Variables to Discriminant
FunctionSenior Cohort
Variable Discriminant
Function
Coefficient
Pooled Within-Group
Correlation with
Function
INTERACT .175 .015
WARMTH .226 .246
PEER .038 .179
CLASS .321 .219
GROUP .017 -.021
EXPECT .637 .617
ADJUST -.380 -.555
SKILLS -.525 -.173
STUDY .382 .447120
correctly classified are concerned.
Research Question 4
Do any differences exist among the useful
discriminant functions between sophomoreand senior
gainers and decliners?
The answer to this question isyes.The comparative
analysis that follows will endeavorto identify both the
similarities and differences in thediscriminant functions
of the sophomore and senior cohorts.
The discriminant functions (withall discriminating
variables included) for bothsophomores and seniors do an
excellent job in differentiatingbetween gainers and
decliners.When applied to seniors, the discriminating
variables more decisively makethe differentiation. This
is apparent upon examinationof those values that
assess the usefulness of the discriminantfunction.In
each case those valuesare stronger for seniors than for
sophomores.
The same three variables make thestrongest
contribution to the discriminant functionof both seniors
and sophomores.These include: student level of academic
expectation and confidence in their academicability
(EXPECT), the priority and consistency given studying
(STUDY), and the number of terms requiredto make the
academic adjustment to college (ADJUST).These uniformly
strong variables probably form thecore points of
differentiation in the academic experiencesof gainers and121
decliners in this study.
Neither interaction with faculty (INTERACT), the
number of hours spent in personal or academic development
groups (GROUP), nor the influence of student peers on
academic performance (PEER) offer much in theway of
differentiating between gainers and decliners in either
cohort.
Having identified the three most and least powerful
discriminating variables in academic performance change
for both sophomore and seniors, raises the question of why
CLASS, SKILLS, and WARMTH have a differential impacton
the two cohorts.The fact that class size (CLASS) has
some discriminating power between senior gainers and
decliners suggests that it could bea factor among
sophomores as well.The probable reason it does not is
that more small classes are simply less availableto lower
division students.Therefore fewer sophomores reported
having them.
SKILLS (a factor for sophomores) and WARMTH (a factor
for seniors) could simply reflect the differencesbetween
the cohorts.However, seniors do have greater opportunity
(more time) to experience the interpersonal climate
(WARMTH) of the university.
Certainly the early application of class involvement
skills, library usage, and writing skills(SKILLS) would
make sense as a factor in the differentiation between
gainers and decliners among sophomores.As students122
mature academically, they developmore individualistic and
major-specific success strategies.Therefore, the more
standard academic skills assessed in this studymay not be
equally applicable to sophomores and seniors.
In summary, the most discriminating variablesfor
sophomores were the two IPS variables,EXPECT and ADJUST,
and the AB variable STUDY.The least discriminating
variables are INTERACT, WARMTH, PEER, CLASSGROUP and
STUDY.The ETM variable, GROUP made a marginal
contribution.For seniors, the most discriminating
variables include thethe IPS variables EXPECT AND
ADJUST, and the AB variable STUDY.Among seniors the
least discriminating variablesare the ETM variables
INTERACT, PEER, and GROUP and the AB variableSKILL.The
ETM variables WARMTH and CLASS madea marginal
contribution.
Table 17 compares the relative strength ofthe least
powerful and most powerful discriminating variables(with
the marginal variables included with themost powerful
variables) when entered intoa Discriminant analysis
separately.The weak discriminating variables only result
in correctly classifying 59.55% of thecases for
sophomores.The stronger discriminating variables
correctly classify 82.61% of thecases.For seniors, the
weak discriminating variables only result in correctly
classifying 65.12% of the cases.The stronger
discriminating variables correctly classify 88.75% of the123
TABLE 17
Comparison of Strong vs. Weak Discriminating Variables
Among Sophomores and Seniors
Eigen
value
Canonical
Correlation
Wilks'
Lamda
% of correctly
classified
cases
Strong
Discriminating
Variables -
Sophomores .833 .674 .545 82.61
Weak
Discriminating
Variables -
Sophomores .110 .315 .901 59.55
Strong
Discriminating
Variables -
Seniors 1.562 .781 .390 88.75
Weak
Discriminating
Variables -
Seniors .208 .415 .828 65.12124
cases.
Final evidence of the strength of EXPECT, ADJUST, and
STUDY, is provided in Table 18 (Appendix A).T-Test
values, correlation coefficients and pooled within-group
correlations with discriminant function values are
summarized for each of the discriminant values identified
in the model of academic performance change.Note that
regardless of the statistic used, the variables EXPECT,
ADJUST, and STUDY, across both cohorts, are significantly
related to academic performance change.125
CONCLUSIONS
Summary
This research was undertaken to identify variables
that accounted for major changes in academic performance
between high school and college.Differences between
predicted and actual college GPA were used to classify
students as gainers or decliners.Gainers and decliners
were then identified among first term sophomores and first
term seniors at OSU.These students responded to a
questionnaire designed to collect relevant information on
those variables explicated in the model of academic
performance change developed for this research.
The model of academic performance change is composed
of nine variables.Seven of the variables were derived
from the literature of academic achievement that seemed to
account for changes in college GPA.Two of the variables
were identified in the course of exploratory interviews
with eight gainers and decliners in their senior year.
The variables in the model are classified in one of
three categories: Environmental Triggering Mechanisms,
Internal Psychological States, and Academic Behaviors.
Only behaviors and experiences that can be influenced or
adjusted during the student's tenure in college are
included in the model.This decision was based on the
assumption that high school GPA is the single best
predictor college GPA.Therefore, significant change in126
academic performance from one level to another must be
accompanied by changes occurring during the student's
college experience.
Most of the related research examined the
relationship of only one variable to changes in GPA or
other academic performance outcomes (e.g. score on an
examination).This particular research was designed to
determine how useful the nine variables in the model were
in differentiating between gainers and decliners.A
further goal was to determine if particular variables in
the model contributed more to the process of academic
performance change than others.The last objective was
threefold: to determine if Environmental Triggering
Mechanisms and Internal Psychological States were
correlated, if Internal Psychological States and Academic
Behaviors were correlated, and if Academic Behaviors and
academic performance change were correlated.Comparisons
were made between the sophomore and senior cohorts of
gainers and decliners along all the lines of inquiry
indicated, noting similarities and differences between the
classes.Major findings are summarized below.
1. Taken together, the nine discriminating variables in
the model of academic performance change did differentiate
gainers and decliners among both sophomores and seniors.
Nearly 50% of the variance in the model is explained by
the discriminating variables for sophomores.Nearly 66%
of the variance was explained by the discriminating127
variables for seniors.
2. Three variables in the model were similarly strong in
making the differentiation between gainers and decliners
for both sophomores and seniors.These were academic
expectancies, the number of terms required to adjust
academically to college, and the students' approach to
study.
3. Significant correlation coefficients were found
between some, but not all, variables classified as
Environmental Triggering Mechanisms and variables
classified as Internal Psychological States.The same was
true for variables classified as Internal Psychological
States and variables classified as Academic Behaviors and
for variables classified as Academic Behaviors and actual
performance change.
Conclusions
Conclusions necessarily occur within certain
limitations.A major consideration with respect to the
conclusions that follow is the fact that neither
discriminant function analysis nor correlation
coefficients demonstrate causation.They simply
demonstrate a relationship between variables.Therefore,
it could be argued that academic performance change, the
dependent variable in this research, is an independent
variable.
Any implied direction of causation is a result of the128
theoretical orientation of the model of academic
performance change, not the result of the statistical
analysis.That orientation recognizes that humans receive
stimuli from their surroundings, process those stimuli
cognitively, and make behavioral responses.
Thus, while this research does not empirically
demonstrate causation, it does support several conclusions
concerning the efficacy of the model of academic
performance change as it relates to OSU sophomores and
seniors.Both the usefulness of the variables as well as
their relationships with each other, will be considered.
Additionally, similarities and differences will be noted
between the outcomes of this research and conclusions
drawn by researchers referred to in Chapter Two.
First, academic performance change is multi-
dimensional and merits investigation as such.Gainers and
decliners at OSU can be differentiated along more
dimensions than GPA - suggesting something of the
complexity of the process.It follows then, that single
dimension conditions are less significant by themselves
with respect to major changes in academic performance.
This is demonstrated by the fact that the nine
discriminating variables in the model of academic
performance change, taken together, differentiate well
between gainers and decliners who completed three academic
terms and who completed ten academic terms at OSU.
Second, as the model was originally conceptualized,129
Academic Behaviors are the antecedents to change, with the
others variables having an indirect effect.However, the
data show that Internal Psychological States (academic
expectancies and rate of adjustment) have a direct
relationship with performance change along with onlyone
of the variables (approach to study) classified as an
Academic Behavior.These three variables emerged to
provide the greatest contribution to the discriminant
function.This suggests that performance change with OSU
gainers and decliners is more than behavioral.For
example, not studying (a behavior) is perhaps symptomatic
of a more fundamental deficiency.
Third, academic performance change hingeson three
subjective and individualizedprocesses for both
sophomores and seniors at OSU.Academic expectancies are
those personally held beliefs, regarding one'sown or
someone else's performance.The length of time required
to adjust to the academic rigors of college is necessarily
limited or enhanced by the student'sown perception of
collegiate reality.And while the student's approach to
study (consistency, efficiency, and priority given to
study) was classified as an Academic Behavior, it could be
argued that it should be classified as an internal
psychological process.Certainly consistency is as much
attitudinal as behavioral and priorities are value-driven.
All occur and change as a result of a complex web of
personal and environmental factors.The emergence of130
these variables lead to two observations.
If these variables are the primary mechanisms
for academic performance change, they present a challenge
to the college administrator attempting to foster change
in a positive direction.Modifying Environmental
Triggering Mechanisms or Academic Behaviors to "assure"
academic gains, would be comparatively simple.Promoting
positive changes in academic performance through the
individual's Internal Psychological States is subject to
more uncertainty.This is not to imply that Environmental
Triggering Mechanisms or Academic Behaviors are not
important to the process of academic performance change.
Any change in performance will have a stimulus event (or
events) and behavioral implications as well.However,
their contribution to the process seems to be moderated by
the student's Internal Psychological States.
If level of academic skills only makes a questionable
contribution to differentiating between sophomore gainers
and decliners (and no contribution to senior gainers and
decliners), and if approach to study is as much an
Internal Psychological State as an Academic Behavior, then
this study offers little insight into the behaviors of
academic performance change.
Fourth, Environmental Triggering Mechanisms appear to
have a secondary relationship to the variables making the
greatest contribution to differentiating between gainers
and decliners (EXPECT, ADJUST, and STUDY).None of the131
variables so classified made a strong contribution to the
discriminant function.However, a review of the
correlation coefficients indicate that several of them do
have a relationship with the primary variables that
differentiate between gainers and decliners.
Environmental stimuli, then, appear effective, only as
they impact students' expectations, their adjustment, and
their approach to study.
These secondary relationships are summarized below.
They are important because they represent what Pervin
(1978) refers to as "points of engagement" between
individuals and their environment through which a
given change can take place.In other words, these
secondary relationships demonstrate how academic
expectancies, rates of academic adjustment and positive
approaches to study might be influenced so that academic
performance can change.Certainly the search for
additional stimulus events needs to continue.
Among sophomores, academic expectancies correlate
positively with faculty interaction, level of academic
skills used, peer influence, and number of hours spent in
academic and personal development activities.Among
seniors, academic expectancies correlate positively with
perceived interpersonal warmth of the institution and peer
influences.
Among sophomores, the longer it takes to adjust to
college academics, the more negative the influence of132
peers on academic performance.Among seniors, the length
of adjustment time lengthens as perceived interpersonal
warmth of the institution and peer influenceson academic
performance decrease.
As a sophomore's approach to study becomesmore
consistent, efficient, and of higher priority,a
corresponding rise occurs on measures of perceived
institutional interpersonal warmth, interaction with
faculty, and peer influence on academicsuccess.With the
exception of interaction with faculty, similar
relationships exist among seniors.
Fifth, despite the apparent usefulness of the
discriminant function in differentiatingbetween gainers
and decliners, this research suggests the modelof
academic performance change, could be modified.Some of
the variables, as measured, haveno direct or secondary
impact on performance changeamong sophomores and seniors
at OSU.By dropping them from the model, the model loses
virtually none of its explanatorypower and encourages the
researcher to explore, understand, and control the
variables that explain more of the phenomenaunder study
in a more focused manner.
Figures 3 and 4 are summary representations of
academic performance change for sophomores and senior
performance changers at OSU as supported by this research.
The results are a more parsimonious expression of the
relationships involved.The primary mechanisms throughL ETM
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which performance change takes place are personal
(Internal Psychological States and Academic Behaviors).
The role of Environmental Triggering Mechanisms are
secondary, having no direct bearing on academic
performance change.Variables identified as making a
marginal contribution to the discriminant function were
not included among the primary variables.
Sixth, the fact the model could be modified raises
the issue of whether it should be modified.In other
words, is the apparent failure of some of the variables to
contribute to an understanding of performance change a
function of the inherent qualities of the variables, the
manner in which they were measured, or the arbitrary way
they were classified?Given the degree to which most of
the variables contributed to the discriminant function,
other means of measurement should be employed before
determining their irrelevance.
The final comments in this section will be directed
toward identifying the degree to which this study supports
the related research.The results of this study would
appear to be somewhat different than Pascarella's (1985)
conclusion regarding the relationship between interaction
with faculty and academic achievement.Rather than having
a direct bearing on academic performance change,
interaction with faculty is related to an intervening
process (academic expectancies) which is related to
academic performance change.This study did support the136
findings of Pascarella, Terenzini, and Hibel (1978) with
respect a diminished relationship after the freshman year.
It should be noted, however, that the measure of faculty
interaction was somewhat different in the studies just
cited.
A similar observation can be made about the
relationship of peer influence with achievement.Both
Schrager (1986) and Moos (1979) identified certain aspects
of peer influence to be related to achievement.While
this study used a more generalized measure, the influence
of peers was related to several intervening processes
which, in turn, had a relationship with academic
performance change.
Several researchers identified a positive
relationship between study skills classes and increases in
GPA.Gadzella and Williamson (1984) noted a positive
relationship between study skills and GPA.In this
research, the relationship study skills had with the
discriminant function was, at best, ambiguous among
sophomores, and nonexistent among seniors.Additionally,
no significant correlation was found between the
variables.The use of different measurment instruments
might explain this discrepancy.
This research does complement the line of research
reported by Tabor and Hackman (1976) and Brozo, et al.
(1982).In those studies, the consistency, efficiency,
and priority of study was measured rather than skills such137
as note-taking and test-taking.Possibly the success of
study skills classes in affecting GPA, is in large part a
function of the degree to which success-oriented attitudes
towards study are learned.
Chapter Two reviewed a number of studies that
evaluated the impact of various small group interventions
on GPA, many of which seemed to result in improved GPA.
In an attempt to measure such wide-spread group
involvement, this study simply asked gainers and decliners
to report the number of hours spent in a variety of such
activities during the course of their tenure at OSU.This
variable proved to be somewhat suspect.Many students
reported no such involvement.One person reported more
than 600 hours of involvement.The resulting standard
deviation was twice as large as the mean and the
distribution was not normal.Therefore, it is difficult
to know if such involvement was, or was not a factor in
the academic performance change of the study groups
reported herein.
This research does appear to support the work of
others (Haynes & Johnson, 1983; Eden & Ravid, 1982; and
Todd, Terrel, & Frank, 1965) who have found a relationship
between self-expectancies for academic success and
improved academic performance.Such academic expectancies
had a pervasive and obvious relationship with performance
change in this study.138
Implications
The student role has changed dramatically over the
decades.In other eras, being a student calls to mind the
pursuit of knowledge for its own sake, living alone
spending endless hours reading and writing,or "plumbing
the depths of knowledge" with professors and peers into
the early morning hours.Such devotion to truth and
singleness of purpose are not usually the first image that
come to mind with respect to the modern student.
The role is much more diffused and fragmented.
Today's student may have a family, is usually working, is
concerned about mounting school debts, and spends late
nights in escapist activities.Formal learning is more
often a means than an end, as educational legitimacy is
measured by its return on investment.The intrinsic
rewards of quality scholarship are lost in the scramble
for prestigious positions, or graduate school offers.
Yet, while the role of and motives for being a student may
have changed, the successful conclusion of a collegiate
education still depends on developing a repertoire of
skills and attitudes that positively effect the student's
motivation and adjustment, and hence, performance in
college.
What, if any, is the role of student affairs
practitioners in directly supporting positive changes in
academic performance?Much of the activity of student
affairs practitioners is directed toward managing139
supportive, but nonacademic service units within the
institution.Indeed, claims to educational partnership in
the academic enterprise are based upon the apparent
ability of student affairs practitioners toassure the
institution that students graduate more completely (not
merely intellectually) developed.Such comprehensive
student development runs the gamut from moral to aesthetic
development, maturity to value clarification.Given the
nonacademic focus of student affairs work, academic
performance would seem to be more of an issue for those
engaged in formal classroom instruction.
However, the primary mechanisms for academic
performance change identified in this research do fall
within the domain of influence of student affairs
professionals as well.For example, potential exists to
alter student academic expectancies in a positive
direction by informing new students of both the realities
of college academics and indicating they have been chosen
because of their ability to manage those realities well.
When positive student beliefs about their academic
ability are nurtured in the context of increased
interaction with faculty and successful peers, possibly
within small groups that are characterized by genuine
warmth, then increased academic performance is more
likely.This scenario supports much of the current
emphasis among student affairs practitioners on extended
small group orientation programs being developed at140
colleges and universities throughoutthe country.
This research supports the ideathat the sooner
students recognize and respondto the academic differences
between high school and college,the more likely they will
experience positive academicperformance change.What can
be done to enhance suchadjustment among students?
College staff and facultyprobably need to have a
better grasp of high schoolacademics so they are better
able to inform new studentsof how college will be
different from past educationalexperiences.Admissions
counselors need to be ableto "sell" academics ina way
that reflects the academicfacts of their own institutions
- both verbally and in written materials.Orientation
programs need to be more closely joinedwith the academic
units of institutions.The use of returning students in
orientation programs andas undergraduate teaching
assistants who mentorand lead study groups (instead of
grade papers) wouldseem to support the academic
adjustment process.Academic "trouble-shooting"
(determining how wella student is adjusting academically)
needs to be as importanta skill for academic advisors as
course scheduling.
The variable referred toas "approach to study" was
operationalized as the degree towhich students made study
a priority, and were consistent and efficient instudying.
Certainly, everything mentionedin regard to supporting
more positive student academic expectancies andacademic141
adjustment could also reinforcean appropriate student
approach to study.Additionally, clear expectations for
academic output and level of involvementin the classroom
should stimulate students' approachto study.
It is interesting to note thatpeer influence does
have a secondary relationship witheach of the primary
discriminating variablesamong both sophomores and
seniors, though not directlyon performance change.The
relationship is not great but it ispervasive.Such a
relationship underscores theimportance of peer programs
currently being implementedon college and university
campuses.Learning communities,peer advising, theme
residence halls, and leadershipprograms may be very
important to academic performancechange insofar as they
influence student academicexpectancies, assist students
in understanding academicdemands, and help in setting
priorities for study.
Whereas "student development"among student affairs
practitioners typically refersto the management of
nonacademic programsor activities that are directed to
the development of the "whole"student, it can and should
contribute directly to thedevelopment of the student as
one who studies, a learner, an academicperformer.As
that contribution is made andrecognized in institutions,
the partnership between student affairsand academic
affairs in the academicarena moves beyond rhetoric and
the number of students realizing academicgains increases.142
Recommendations
1.Academic performance change should be studied
longitudinally.By gathering data annually throughout
the collegiate years from the samegroup of performance
changers, the researcher would be ina better position to
note the differential impact of discriminating variables
over time.Such information would give more guidance to
college administrators as to the relative influenceof
different experiences on academic performance change,
resulting in "fine-tuning" programs designed to contribute
to such change.
2. The measurement of the discriminating variables in
the model is, in some cases, rather crude.By
interviewing gainers and decliners, theresearcher would
be able to probe student academic expectanciesand
adjustment, approach to study, thenature of peer
influence, and the dimensions of interpersonalwarmth as
they relates to institutional climate.In so doing, the
concepts could be refined, resulting inbetter assessment.
Interviews would also aid in the discoveryof additional
variables that may contribute to academicperformance
change.
3. Future studies should include gainers and decliners
from both large and small institutions.Institutional
size may well be a factoron the presence and power of
those Environmental Triggering Mechanisms thatare related143
to EXPECT, ADJUST, and STUDY.
4.As variables that differentiate between gainersand
decliners are better understood andbecome more refined,
path analysis should be appliedto more clearly understand
the causative direction of the variablesin the model of
academic performance change.
5. While the three basic componentsof the model are
theoretically valid, the clusteringof variables in the
model of academic performance changewas intuitive,
arbitrary, and subject to possibleerror.As previously
pointed out, STUDY, classifiedas an Academic Behavior,
may have more in common with those variables classifiedas
Internal Psychological States.Statistically clustering
the variables through factor analysis isrecommended as a
further refinement to the research.
6. Future research should consider themulti-
dimensionality of academicperformance change in the
research design.Rather than determine the effect ofa
single variableon performance, multivariate approaches
should be used.
7. Due to the student profile of Oregon State
University, the studygroups in this research included few
nontraditional students.Future research should address
the performance change of suchstudents.144
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Appendix A
Table18: Summary Statistics
SOPHOMORES
Variable T-Test R Pooled Within-Group
Correlations with
Discriminant Function
INTERACT -1.84 .20 .179
WARMTH -1.64 .17 .171
PEER -2.23* .17 .175
CLASS -1.61 .15 .177
GROUP -2.03* .27* .219*
EXPECT -6.05* .53* .648*
ADJUST 5.74* -.49* -.593*
SKILLS - .40 .02 .026
STUDY -5.78* .50* .613*
SENIORS
INTERACT - .60 .12 .015
WARMTH -3.62* .43* .246*
PEER -2.97* .30* .179
CLASS -2.19* .19 .219*
GROUP .65 -.09 -.021
EXPECT -8.04* .68* .617*
ADJUST 7.50* -.65* -.555*
SKILLS 1.92 -.16 -.173
STUDY -6.37* .57* .447*
*p=.05 *p=.05 *greater than .20154
Appendix B
Interview Protocol
INTERVIEW GUIDE
NAME GAINERDECLINER
YOU HAVE MADE WHAT I WOULD IDENTIFY AS A SIGNIFICANTCHANGE IN
PERFORMANCE FROM HIGH SCHOOL TO COLLEGE AS MEASURED BYYOUR
HIGH SCHOOL GPA AND YOUR CURRENT ACCUMULATED GPA.HOW WOULD YOU
EXPLAIN THAT DIFFERENCE IN PERFORMANCE
Satisfaction/dissatisfaction with courses
Courses easier/harder
Sense of personal competence
Change in expectations/goals
Use of time/discipline in studying
Involvement with faculty/staff
Involvement with different referent group
Poor study skills
Work
Feedback(e.g. provides more clarity in classes or social
situations.
Ambiguity
Conflict
Class size
Teacher experience/quality/expectationsAppendix C
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Figure 5
Interview SummaryAppendix D
Survey Instrument
A SURVEY ON ACADEMIC PERFORMANCECHANGE
FROM HIGH SCHOOL TO COLLEGE
1. DIRECTIONS:In your experience at OSU, about howoften have you done each of the
following related to your interactionwith faculty?Circle the appropriate response
for each statement.
a. Talked with a faculty member
b. Asked your instructor for informationrelated to a
course you were taking (grades,make-up work,
assignments, etc.)
c. Visited informally andbriefly with an instructor
after class
d. Made an appointment to meet with afaculty member
in his/her office
e. Discussed ideas for a term paperor other class
project with a faculty member
Very
Often Often Occasionally Never
f. Discussed your career plans andambitions with
a faculty member
g. Asked your instructor forcomments and criticisms
about your work
h. Had coffee, cokes, or snacks with afaculty member .
1. Worked with a faculty member on aresearch project .
j. Discussed personal problems or concernswith a
faculty member
2.DIRECTIONS:In your experience at OSU, about howoften have you done each of the
following related to your use of thelibrary?Circle the appropriate response foreach
statement.
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
Very
Often Often Occasionally Never
a. Used the library as a quietplace to read or study
materials you brought with you
b. Used the card catalogue to find whatmaterials
there were on some topic
c. Asked the librarian forhelp in finding material
on some topic
d. Read something in the reserve book room or
reference section
e. Used indexes (such as theReader's Guide to
Periodical Literature) to journal articles
f. Developed a bibliography or set orreferences for
use in a term paper or otherreport
g. Found some interestingmaterial to read just by
browsing in the stacks
h. Ran down leads, looked for furtherreferences that
were cited in things you read
i. Used specialized bibliographies (such asChemical
Abstracts, Psychological Abstracts, etc )
j. Gone back to read a basic reference ordocument that
other authors had often referred to
(PLEASE TURN THE PAGE)
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
1563. DIRECTIONS:In your experience at OSU, about how often have you done each of the
following related to course learning?Circle the appropriate response for each
statement.
Very
Often Often Occasionally Never
a. Took detailed notes in class 4 3 2 1
b. Listened attentively in class meetings 4 3 2 1
c. Underlined major points in the readings
d. Tried to see how different facts and ideas fit
together
4
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
e. Thought about practical applications of the material.
f. Worked on a paper or project where you had to
integrate ideas from various sources
g. Summarized major points and information in your
readings
h. Tried to explain the material to another student
or friend
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
i. Made outlines from class notes or readings
j. Did additional readings on topics that were
introduced and discussed in class
4
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
4. DIRECTIONS:In your experience at OSU, about how often have you done each of the
following related to your experiences in writing? Circle the appropriate response for
each statement.
Very
Often Often Occasionally Never
a. Used a dictionary or thesaurus to look up the
,proper meaning of words 4
b. Consciously and systematically thought about grammar,
sentence structure, paragraphs, word choice, and
sequence of ideas or points as you were writing . ..4
c. Wrote a rough draft of a paper or essay and then
revised it yourself before handing it in 4
d. Spent at least five hours or more writing a paper
(not counting time spent in reading or at the library) 4
e. Asked other people to read something you wrote to
see if it was clear to them 4
f. Referred to a book or manual about style of writing,
grammar, etc 4
g. Revised a paper or composition two or more times
before you were satisfied with it 4
h. Asked an instructor for advice and help to improve
your writing 4
I. Made an appointment to talk with an instructor who
had criticized a paper you had written 4
j. Submitted for publication an article, story, or
other composition you had written 4
(GO ON TO NEXT PAGE)
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3 2 1
3 2 1
3 2 1
3 2 1
3 2 1
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5.DIRECTIONS:The next three ratings refer to relationship amongpeople at OSU.
Thinking of your own experience, how would you rate theserelationships on the seven
point scale?Circle the appropriate number.
a. Relationships with other students, student groups,and activities
FRIENDLY, SUPPORTIVE, 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 COMPETITIVE, UNINVOLVED,
SENSE OF KLONGING SENSE OF ALIENTATION
b. Relationships with faculty members
APPROACHABLE, HELPFUL, 7 6 54 3 2 1 REMOTE. DISCOURAGING,
UNDERSTANDING, ENCOURAGING UNSYMPATHETIC
c. Relationships with administrativepersonnel and offices
HELPFUL, CONSIDERATE, 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 RIGID, IMPERSONAL,
FLEXIBLE BOUND BY REGULATION
6. DIRECTIONS:The next five questions refer to your academicexpectations, study
habits, and peer influences.How would you rate yourself on the seven pointscale?
Circle the appropriate number.
a. To what extent have your expectationsregarding your academic performance changed in
college from what they were in high school?
MY EXPECTATIONS ARE MUCH 76 543 2 1 MY EXPECTATIONS ARE MUCH LOWER
HIGHER FOR MY PERFORMANCE FOR MY PERFORMANCE NOW THAN
NOW THAN IN HIGH SCHOOL IN HIGH SCHOOL
b. To what extent are your grades in college congruentwith the grades you expected to
receive?
MY GRADES GREATLY 7 6 54 3 2 1 MY GRADES ARE MUCH LOWER THAN
EXCEEDED MY EXPECTATIONS I EXPECTED
c. To what extent have your beliefs relatedto your academic ability changed from high
school to college?
I AM MUCH MORE CONFIDENT 76 54 32 1 I AM MUCH LESS CONFIDENT
OF MY ABILITY AS A STUDENT OF MY ABILITY AS A STUDENT
NOW THAN IN HIGH SCHOOL NOW THAN IN HIGH SCHOOL
d. Students vary a great deal in their approach tostudying in college.Rate yourself
along the following dimensions.
CONSISTENT STUDY HABITS 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 INCONSISTENT STUDY HABITS
GOOD ABILITY TO 7 6 54 3 2 1 POOR ABILITY TO
CONCENTRATE CONCENTRATE
STUDYING IS A MAJOR 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 STUDYING IS A LOW
PRIORITY PRIORITY
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e. How would you rate the influence of your friends at OSU on your academic performance?
INFLUENCE WAS 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 INFLUENCE WAS
EXTREMELY POSITIVE EXTREMELY NEGATIVE
7.Many students find the academic demands in collegeare a lot different than what
they experienced in high school (e.g., more reading, more writing, fewerexams, etc.).
How many terms, if any, did it take you to adjust to these differences in academic
rigor?Circle one number.
0 I EITHER ADJUSTED IMMEDIATELY OR ADJUSTMENT WASN'T NECESSARY
1 ONE OR TWO TERMS
2 THREE OR FOUR TERMS
3 FIVE OR SIX TERMS
4 SEVEN OR EIGHT TERMS
5 NINE OR MORE TERMS
6 I DON'T BELIEVE I HAVE ADJUSTED ACADEMICALLY
8.What percentage of your classes at OSU had 35 or fewer student in them?Circle one
number.
1 LESS THAN 20%
2 21% TO 40%
3 41% TO 60%
4 61% TO 80%
5 MORE THAN 80%
9.Read the following list of academic, personal development, and orientationgroup
experiences and write in the approximatellumber of actual hours (not credits),If any,
you spent in those experiences in the space provided.Write in 0 if you have not
participated in the activity.
GROUP EXPERIENCE NO. OF HOURS
NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION GROUP(S)
STUDY SKILLS CLASS(ES)
READING IMPROVEMENT CLASS(ES)
IMPACT TRAINING ... ... . . .
RESIDENT ASSISTANT TRAINING CLASS
GREEK LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT CLASS(ES)
GROUP TUTORING OR FORMAL STUDY SESSIONS
GROUP COUNSELING/PERSONAL GROWTH GROUP(S)
LEADERSHIP RETREAT(S)
PROGRAM/DEPARTMENTAL RETREATS
OTHER GROUP EXPERIENCE
10. Your college grades are signficantly different than whatwas predicted based on your
high school grades.Briefly indicate the factor(s) that you believe contributedmost to
your change in performance.
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Pace Permission Letter
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
UCLA
BERKELEY DAVIS IRVINE LOS ANGELES RIVERSIDE SAN DIEGO SAN FRANCISCO
7/19/89
Wayne E. Brown
2955 NW Orchard Street
Corvallis, Oregon 97330
CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF EVALUATION
UCLA GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
405 H1LGARD AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90024-1521
(213) 825-4711
(213) 208-1522
Dear Wayne,
You have my permission to use the fouracademic QE scales from the CSEQand the three
relationship scales from the environmentsection for your dissertation study.
Missing data in the QE scales is handled inthe following manner. If any oneof the items
within a scale is missing, then a scale scoreis not computed for that case.
Best of luck with your academic endeavors.
Sincerely,
C. Robert Pace
CRP/pwl161
Office of the
Dean of Students
Appendix F
Cover LetterSophomore
Oregon
Se
University
November 15, 1989
Dear
Administrative Services A200
Corvallis, OR 97331.2133
(503) 737-3661
(..5414)-764-9&E4
You are one of a small groupof sophomores at OSU whose
freshman year grades weresignificantly different from what was
predicted based on your high schoolgrades.It is because your
actual grades are so muchdifferent than your predicted ones
that I am contacting you now.
I am a doctoral student in theSchool of Education, working
in cooperation with the Dean ofStudents Office.My research is
directed towards understandingthose essential experiences
during college that may haveuniquely contributed to a change in
performance.By completing the enclosedquestionnaire (it only
takes ten minutes), you will' bedoing a lot to help me under-
stand the phenomena of academicperformance change.The real
concern,ofcourse,is to be able to betterprovide the
conditions that foster positive changein academic performance
and to minimize the conditionsthat contribute to negative
change.
Note that your questionnaire isnumbered.This is a way for
me to contact those whohave not returned their completed
questionnaires without burdening thosewho have.Identifying
numbers will be deleted once thequestionnaire is returned and
there is no way anyone can link your nameto your response.The
ultimate benefit of this or any other surveydepend on the
thoughtful responses and willingparticipation from those who
are asked to help.Your willingness to participateis important
and very much appreciated. Please return your completed
questionnaire using the enclosed self-addressedenvelope.
Regardless of whether your collegegrades have increased or
declined since high school, yourcontinued enrollment will
contribute to your future success.Congratulations!
I'll be looking for your responsenext week.
Sincerely,
Wayne E. Brown
Oregon Slate Unwersity a an AltormativeAction/Equal Oppottunay Employer162
Office of the
Dean of Students
May 18, 1989
AF1A
^F2A
^F3^
Dear AF4A,
Appendix G
Cover Letter - Senior
Ote on
Universe ity
Administrative Services A200
Corvallis, OR 97331-2133 (503) 754-3661
You are one of a small group ofseniors at OSU whose college
grades are significantly differentfrom what was predicted based
on your high school grades.It is because of your significant
change in academic performance thatI am contacting you now.
I am a doctoral student in theSchool of Education, working
as a graduate assistantin the Dean of Student's Office.My
research is directed towardsunderstanding those essential
experiences during college that may haveuniquely contributed to
a change in performance.By completing the enclosed
questionnaire (it only takes ten minutes), youwill be doing a
lot to help me understand thephenomena of academic performance
change.The real concern, of course, is tobe able to better
provide the conditions that fosterpositive change in academic
performance and to minimize theconditions that contribute to
negative change.
Note that your questionnaire isnumbered.This is a way for
me to contact those who havenot returned their completed
questionnaires without burdening those whohave.Identifying
numbers will be deleted once thequestionnaire is returned and
there is no way anyone can link your nameto your response.The
ultimate benefit of this or any other surveydepend on the
thoughtful responses and willingparticipation from those who are
asked to help.Your willingness to participateis important and
very much appreciated.Please return your completed
questionnaire using the enclosed self-addressedenvelope.
Regardless of whether your grades haveincreased or
declined, the completion of collegeis a significant achievement.
Congratulations!
Should you have any questions, or beinterested in the
results of the research, please contact meat 754-3661.I'll be
looking for your response next week.
Sincerely,
Wayne E. Brown
Oregon State Unotersity is an Affirmative Action/Equal OpportunityEmployer163
Appendix H
Follow-up Notice
A few days ago you received a questionnaire from me
about "academic performance change."If you've
already returned it, please ignore this reminder.
If you haven't returned it, please do so right
away.Due to the small number of students who fit
the criteria for the study, it's important that I
hear from you.If you need another questionnaire,
contact the Office of the Dean of Students and ask
for Eric Olsen (737-3661).
Thanks,
Wayne Brown
P.S. Don't forget to include your entry form for
the $25.00 drawing with your questionnaire.14-MAY-90
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Appendix J
Table19: R toZ Correlation Comparisons
Sophomores Seniors
ETM/IPS R Z R Z Z Comparison
Variables
INTERACT/EXPECT .20*.20 .11 .11 .60
WARMTH/EXPECT .18 .18 .22*.22 .27
PEER/EXPECT .24*.24 .23*.23 .07
CLASS/EXPECT .04 .04 .16 .16 .80
GROUP/EXPECT .33*.34 .01 .01 2.20*
INTERACT/ADJUST-.11-.11 -.09-.09 .13
WARMTH/ADJUST -.19-.19 -.30*-.31 .80
PEER/ADJUST -.21*-.21 -.33*-.34 .87
CLASS/ADJUST -.06-.06 -.04-.04 .13
GROUP/ADJUST -.09-.09 .15 .15 1.60
IPS/AB
Variables
EXPECT/SKILLS .28*.29 .02 .02 1.80
ADJUST/SKILLS .02 .02 .19 .19 1.13
EXPECT/STUDY .55*.62 .48*.52 .67
ADJUST/STUDY -.38*-.40 -.55*-.62 1.47
AB/CHANGE
Variables
SKILLS/CHANGE .02 .02 -.16-.16 1.20
STUDY/CHANGE .50*.55 .57*.65 .69
*p=.05 or less